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Where Greenberg
meets Violet ... at the
Steppenwolf Theatre

Tossed in the trash:
where the junkmail
trail ends

College puts
pension on ice
0
Columbia stops payments into
fund while trustees seek new plan
By Georgia Evdoxladls
Co-Editor-in-Chief
A $9 million deficit in the pension fund forced
Columbia to immediately freeze its pension plan, halting
all contributions into the fund, said college officials.
Increasing monetary demands on the school from the
plan has made it untenable, announced Mike DeSalle, vice
president of finance, and Paul Johnson, director of human
resources, at a series of meetings that began April 30.
DeSalle and Johnson said the move was essential to preserve the economic viability of the college.
The freeze will be retroactive, taking effect starting Jan.
I, 2003. The college plans to preserve all benefits employees accrued before that point. The new plan will also take
effect retroactively, and will give benefits starting from
Jan. I, 2003.
" You will not lose a year of service without a retirement
plan," Johnson said. Employees who are not yet completely vested, such as Columbia's President Warrick L.
Carter and Provost Steve Kapelke, will also be provided
for, Johnson said.
It is unclear how those who have not completed the four
years of service required to be fully vested will get benefits, but Johnson said the college has hired the law and
finance firm of Piper Rudnick to help develop a new plan.
The college will have developed the plan by fall, and must
submit it to the IRS by Dec. 31,2003, Johnson said.
DeSalle said it is likely the new plan will provide less
retirement money to those who have not worked at the college for very long, but that he wouldn't be certain until the
pension structure is developed.
Pension plan trustees, comprising pension Chair Dennis
Rich; Joan Erdman of the Liberal Education Department;
Angelo Luciano of the Arts, Entertainment and Media
Management Department; Carter; Johnson; DeSalle and
two yet-to-be-named members of the president's advisory
council, will work with Piper Rudnick on creating the new
plan.
The current pension plan was on pace to produce a $9
million deficit, Johnson said, which would have to be paid
by June of this year. The model was suffering from a variety of factors, according to Johnson, which combined to
create a "perfect economic storm."
The first factor, the lowest interest rates in decades, has
increased the amount Columbia must pay into the pension
plan. Because the school must pay whatever amount necessary to ensure employees can get their full benefits upon
retirement, low interest rates keep the money already

See Pension, Page 6
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Vice President of Finance Mike DeSalle introduces the
college's pension freeze to a group of faculty and staff

onMay2.

The public housing
scene in the
South Loop

Grad school ups tuition 13.4 percent
0

Expect a

$1,500 difference
in next year's bill,
say officials

Grad

By Angela Caputo
Contributing Editor
Don ' t expect to see
many changes in graduate
programs next school
year, despite a tuition
h ike that will take effect
in the fa ll of 2003, graduate school officials said
last week.
Students in Columbia's
I 0 graduate programs
will face a 13.4 percent
tuition increase, raising
the cost per credit hour to
$525, next year. As a
result, full-time students
will see their tuition bill
increase an average of
$1,500 per year.
" I would hope that with
the increase of tuition, the
quality of education
would be improved," said
Mike DeSalle, vice president of fina nce at

School
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Spring 2003

13 ·4% increase
per credit hour

$52 5
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Columbia.
However, no immediate changes will be made
across the board to benefit graduate stude nts
exclusively, he said.
This is the firs t increase
for graduate students in
two years, according to
the Student Financ ial
Services Office. The
tuition increase comes at

a time when the college is
projecting
financial
shortfalls for the upcoming year. Undergraduate
tuition is slated for an 8.5
percent increase.
In a letter to graduate
s tudents, acting dean of
Graduate and Continuing
Education,
Keith
C leveland said the tuition
increase is both a natural

progression and a result
of the uncertain economic
times the college is facing.
However, ad m ini strato rs said the decisio n to
increase tuition was not
solely based on a need to
make ends meet in tough
economic ti mes.

See Tuition, Page 3

Truth behind Torco si·gn shines on
maintaining it, and we haven't paid long time, and they also used to have
Columbia College for the rent or the a sign up."
lights. So, it's just in limbo."
"Torco was just one of the many
The Torco building was originally illuminated signs that used to be on
an eight-story building. Built in 1908, top of buildings on Michjgan Avenue,
an additional seven floors were added many years back," according to Ttm
By Doris Dadayan
14 years later, according to skyscrap- Samuelson, historian at the Chicago
Copy Editor
ers.com. Torco was a tenant on the Historical Society.
"In fact, the biggest sign was on the
seventh floor, along with offices of the
Speculations over what the mysteri- state of illinois, which occupied sev- old Standard Oil building at 910
ous Torco sign on the 624 S. eral other floors of the building. South Michigan Avenue, which is
Michigan Ave. building stands for and "Torco had been there since the late now condos, just down the street from
why it's been dark for the past months ' 60s on. During World War II, the Columbia College. It had a huge logo
have been floating around the PAW [The Petroleum Administration with neon lights."
Columbia campus. Some think the . for War] and the Petroleum Industry
But the sign wasn't always situated
sign is an advertisement for an old Commjttee were there." Kennedy
paint supply or tire company. Others said. "Shell Oil had offices there for a
See Sign, Page 2
have said there's a switch for the sign
in the Journalism Department, which
turns the lights on and off.
Torco Oil, the company that has
produced engine oils, gear oils and
transmission fluids for automobiles,
carts, snowmobiles, motorcycles and
jet skis for more than 50 years, was
one of many tenants in what used to
be an office bui!djng.
The sign was in place before
Columbia bought it in 1991. Torco Oil
requested approval from the previous
owners of the building to have their
symbol put up at the company's
expense and maintenance.
The owners agreed, and the sign
has been up on the building ever since
then, according to Joanne Harding, of
Columbia's executive vice president's
office.
The Chicago-based company's
lease· from Columbia expired and the
Space for thes jgnhasn' t·been paid for
in a year and a half. The ligllts were
turned off and the sign is now awaiting removal.
" We don't have any money to take
it down now," said Helen Kennedy, a
Joe Sauceda/Chronicle
secretary in Torco Oil Chicago office. In the first step of its possible removal, the Torco sign atop Columbia's 624
"It's qttite a job to take it down and we S. Michigan Ave. building has been off for months. Officials from Torco 011,
haven' t paid the service company for who leased the ad space from the college, said the sign's fate is in limbo.

0
Oil company hasn't
paid ad leasing fees in
more than a year
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Human Rights conference
continues this week
The Dignity without Borders conference-a
meeting of j<?umalists,. scholars and the publiccontmues th1s week With various events in
Columbia buildings and South loop locations
including the Chicago Hilton and Towers
Michigan Ave.
'
For more information, visit the conference's
website at http://humanrights.colum.edu or call
(312) 344-8510 for registration.

no's.

College Council changes
T~e--~ask Force to f3eview Governance suggested hm1tmg one comm1ttee to every full-time faculty
member at a College Council meeting May 2.
A reduction in membership of the council from 51
to 49 was recommended .
Another change to council structure was a twoyear absence for members who have served two
consecutive terms.

Competition winners named
The 2003 winners of the Choral Composition
Competition are louis Yoelin in first place for •tor
Us All" and Aaron Ackerson in second place for
"HOKKU."
The Columbia College Chorus will perform
Yoelin's piece during this year's commencement
ceremonies.

Fall registration begins
On May 5, early registration for the fall 2003
semester begins.
Each student should report at the time and location designated in their MyOASIS e-mail account.
All students must be cleared by their major's
department.
Students should bring their OASIS lo_!ilin number,
OASIS password and picture identification.
For more information, call (312} 344-7334.

Grad students get transfers
On May 7. Columbia graduate students can
have three of their 2-D and 3-D worlts photographed and transferred to slides suitable for
portfolios.
The free transfer is in Room 602 of the 72 E.
11th St. building beginning at 10 a.m .
To reserve a spot, call (312) 344-7260.

Gearing up for Ad stock
As part of Mayfest. the Marlteting
Communications festival Adstock 2003 offers
students the chance to display their worlts to
professionals in the advertising, marlteting,
sales, promotions and public relations fields.
The May 8 feedback sessions begin at 9 a.m .
in the Hermann Conaway Center, 1104 S.
Wabash Ave.
For more information , call (312} 344-6642.

Stressed out? Not If Senior
Seminar can help lt. ••
With the semester's final projects approaching,
one Senior Seminar class is hoping to alleviate
buildi"9 stress with the help of "Operation Take a
Break.
Aa part of one class' Senior Seminar project,
students will be provid ing free food, treats , inspirational quotes and even jokes May 8 in the 624 S.
Michigan Ave., 33 E. Congress Parttway and 72
E. 11th St. buildings.
The operation will start at 2 p.m. and end at
4:50p.m.

If you have an
upcoming event or
announcement, call the
Chronicle's news desk at (312) 3«-7255.

IN THIS ISSUE:
Campus News, pgs. 1,3 & 6
The Editor's Desk, pg. 3
National Campus News, pgs. 12·13

Heather MoniloniCivonic

Karen Fischetti, widow of former editorial cartoonist John Fischetti, Witches Chronicle editors Chris Coates ll1d
Georgia Evdoxiadls conduct 1 live 1uctlon of her huablnd's wot11. The funckllaer, on May 1 In Columbia's librlry It
624 S. Mlchlg1n Ave., benefited the college's Flschettlachollrshlp winners.

SGA expects to fall short in fall
0 Bectlons for members
scheduled for next week
By Usa Balde
City Beat Editor
As Columbia's Student
Government Association enters its
2003-2004 elections this week, it
will do so without representatives
from I 0 departments within the
college.
Such vacancies will not only
leave each of those I 0 departments
unrepresented at the polls, they will
also prevent a fully represented senate next semester.
"Why is it that certain departments
have representati ves and certain
departments don't?" said Justin
Kulovsek, vice president of the SGA.
"Because of a lack of interest in those
departments. Information was given
to every department far in advance."
Although the members of the student government's current executive
board are concerned with this election's low application numbers, they
feel they did everything they could to
promote the election and its importance to the student body.
" We have called all of the chairs of
all of the departments," said SGA
President Gina Jiannuzzi. "But, if the

administration isn't doing their part,
then we can't do our part. lltere's no
way we can totally succeed in this
without them."
Posters and advertisements were
circulated throughout the school as
early as March I, a full month before
the first day of the election, according
to Bill Leubscher, chairman of the
Elections and Rules Committee.
"It's very difficult to have a full
senate, because the SGA is new, and
there's a lot of small departments,"
Leubscher said.
But, as of press time, application
spots for representatives in the following departments still remained
open: ASL-English Interpretation,
Art and Design, Audio Arts and
Acoustics, Cultural Studies, Dance,
Academic Computing, Interactive
Multimedia, Music, Photography,
and English.
These vacancies come nearly a
year after the SGA began its inaugural term nine members short of a full
senate, setting the fledgling group
back by almost two months to
recruit more students to fill those
scats.
But, neither Kulovsek nor
Jiannuzzi seem concerned about the
effect that the expected unfilled
seats will have on the SGA's success
next year.

Si n
ConUnued from Front Page
where it is now.
"Back when the sign was placed on
the very top of the building, it blew
ofT in a big wind one day, and the road
had to be blocked ofT. Fortunately no
one was injured," Kennedy said. " But
then it was reP.Iaccd and put on the
side of the building for safety. Now
it's welded to the side of the building."
The oval Torco sign, designed by
the Whitcway Sign Company, hns
been u.'led not only as lll1 advertise-

ment for the oil company, but also as
a !JUide for sailors coming from Lake
Michigan.
" I 'm sure if fortunes would tum
around, we'd very well want to tum
the sign back on again. [llte sign1
used to be used by boaters as a landfall, as a sign for directions coming
from the lake nl night time," Kennedy
said.
"For the time bcinij. it's [the space!
under consideration lor releasing Md
relighting," she snid.

Commentary, pgs. 16·18
Photo Poll, pg. 18
Arts and Entertainment, pgs. 26·30
Horoscopes, pg. 29

"It will affect us next year in the
sense that we' II have to do the same
thing as last year," Kulovsek said.
"Except this year, we' ll know what

we' re doing."
Despite the lack of applications
for these departments, the SGA
Executive Committee expects that
each of the 28 other seats of the 38member senate will be elected next
week, which will satisfy the quorum
needed for the group to make decisions and vote on major school
issues.
"Let's say the I 0 seats aren't
filled," Jiannuzzi said, "the SGA
can still work and still function. It
would be beneficial for the departments to (seek representation),
because they' re really the ones that
are screwing it up for themselves."
The student government senate
elections will take place next week
nonetheless, and Jiannuzzi expects a
good voter turnout.
Last year, 7 percent of Columbia's
students turned out for the elections-2 percentage points more
than the national five percent average for college elections, according
to Jiannuzzi.
"We want to make it as fair as possible and as easy as possible," she
said. " I'd like to get ten percent of
the student population."
Polls will open Monday, May 5 at
9 a.m. in each of Columbia's buildings and at II a.m. in the Plymouth
Court residence hall. Elections will
run each day until 6 p.m. and 8 p.m.
in the main buildings and at the residence hall, respectively, through
Friday, May 9.
Students can vote for one of the
candidates running within their
department or any of the student-atlarge candidates, who act as representatives for the student body as a
whole:.
Ballots cnn be obtained nt the
front security desks in cnch of the
nforemcntioncd buildings. Student~
must how their Columbia ID before
votinl!.

Crossword puzzle, pg. 32
Off the Blotter, pg. 38
In the Loop, pg. 39
City Beat, pgs. 36·40
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All clear for Manifest's destiny
0
Delay in Grant
Park dance stage
construction leaves
original site open
By Chris Coates
Campus News Editor
In an unexpected move last
week, a bureaucratic oversight
that
threatened
to
shift
Columbia's Manifest celebration
out of Grant Park has opened up
the original site the school wanted.
The event, planned fo r May
22, is the culmination of the
monthlong May fest, a colIegewide arts and media celebration of Columbia's student talent. The roster calls for 23 music
acts on three stages throughout
the day.
Event organizers said they initially made requests to the city
for use of the green space on the
south east corne r . of Harrison
Street a nd South Michigan

Avenue, across the street from
Co lumbia's 600 S. Michigan
Ave. buildi ng.
However, a small stage on that
lot-used as part of the city's
summer dance program- was
schedu led for renovation during
the co llege's Manifest event.
That forced the college to look
elsewhere in Grant Park.
Organi zers and city officials
decided on an alternati ve site
four blocks to the south, in front
of Columbia's 1014 S. Michigan
Ave. building.
.
Yet, the permit that Columbia
filed with the city for the a lternative s ite was eventually canceled
because of the construction o f a
pedestrian bridge over the submerged Metra Tracks in Grant
Park, an official at the Chicago
Park
District's
Lakefront
Region-Permits Division told the
Chronicle last month.
A further search resulted in
suggestions of yet another plot in
the park and various parking lots
near Columbia's campus. Last
year, the concert was held in a
parking lot on the southeast cor-

ner of Harrison Street and South
Wabash Avenue-the soon-to-be
construction si te of a single room
occupant apartment complex.
Mark Kelly, Columbia's vice
president of Student Affairs, said
that the city worked closely with
the college over the past weeks,
eventually agreeing on the corner of Harrison Street and South
Michigan Avenue- Manifest's
origi nal location.
Kelly said that the ci ty delayed
constructio n of the summer
dance series stage "a couple days
to accommodate us."
He a lso po int~d to the assistance from the Mayor's Office of
Special Events and 2nd Ward
Ald.
Madeline Haithcock's
office.
" We learned in this ... that
Columbia is truly seen as a major
institutional player," Kelly said,
referring to the amount of attention directed toward the issue.
" In the end, the park district
was both apologetic and very
forthcoming in finding a so lution," Ke lly said: " It doesn' t
always happen that way."

_
Finding a·new source of 'Metal' underground
0
Open to both genres, new
Columbia group looks to help bands
make it In the business
By Michael Comstock
Contributing Writer
Organizers of Columbia's Metal and Hardcore
Association said the ·newly hatched gro up is catering to those interested in the often-overl apping
genres.
But what exactly is the diffe rence between metal
and hardcore?
"Hardcore is like extreme punk with trashy
breakdown and screaming vocals," said Melissa
Zappa, fou nder and president of the Columbia
College Metal and Hardcore Association. " It is
highly political."
Meanwhile, metal is what AC/ DC and Metall ica
have been doing for more than 20 years.
Zappa said it doesn' t matter which genre you
prefer- all students are welcome.
" I think there are a lot of hardco re kids [at
Columbia). There is not as many metal fans as I
would like, but that's OK," Zappa said.
" I am in this group because I fully support metal
and I am glad there is something in this school that
supports the underground," said Danielle Call, the
secretary for CCM HA.
CC MHA meetings, he ld twice a w_eek, Tuesdays
and Thursdays, us ua lly featu re members milling
over CDs, shows, listening to demos and planning
fund-raisers.

Zappa said the groups promoted by the organization are a ll underground . "The mainstream gets
enough attention."
Some members of CCMHA have their own
bands. Steven Kane is with Time to Die, Neal
Herceg with Painslave, Andy Slania with Death
Explode, Braiden with No Greater Love and N ick
Grobe is with Contraption 7.
The gro up hopes it can expand its membership
soon. " I think a lot of kids do not know about [the
club], or even do not have the time to come to our
meetings, but if they hear about it, they might come
and learn more about it," Zappa said. " I wanted to
have somewhere metal and hardcore bands can go
and meet people in the industry to help them out."
In fac t, at the May 8 meeting, Rob Mason of
Market Your Music will disc uss how to get underground bands noticed in the market. Mason's company, which is based out of Indiana, has a website
with tips on how to make it in the music industry,
www.marketyourmusic.com.
Bands who have al ready received notice and
those who might soon will be a part of the lineup at
the CCMHA Festival, May 23 and May 24 at The
Bottom Lounge, 3206 N. Wilton Ave. All proceeds
from the show will benefit BEHIV and families
affected by HI V and AI DS.
Friday tickets are $8 in advance and $10 at the
door and on Saturday tickets a re $10 advanced and
$12 at the door. Tickets are also available by e-mail
at cchmafest@ hotmail.com.
The Friday night lineup will include The Kille r,
Premonitions of War, Painslave and more.
Saturday's lineup will be Usurper, November :s
Doom, Dis inte r, Summer Dying, lnni ct and
Convectum .

Tuition
Continued from Front Page
The tuition increase is also
· based on the supply and demand
business model, adm.nistrators
said. "There is demand for our
programs," DeSalle said.
Amy Goldbeck-Jozefczyk, a
26-year-old second year graduate
student, said she would have no
choice but to pay the hi gher
tuition. " You can o nly find five or
so dance movement therapy programs in the country," she said.
" We think in the local market
that we were a little under
priced," DeSa lle said.
Neighboring
Roosevelt
Unive rsity 's tuiti on rates a re
higher than rates at Columbi a,
while its graduate student population is about four times larger
than Columbia's, according to
Roosevelt
Uni vers ity's
Admissions Office.
Master's degree program fees
at Roosevelt are c urrently $578
per credit ho ur. In the fall of
2003, tuition will increase to
$624 per credit hour, according

to Roosevelt's Office of Student
Accounts.
" It's hard to compare ourselves to other· colleges because
we do our own things," said Neil
Orts , a graduate student in the
Inte rdi sciplinary
Arts
Department and a member of the
Graduate Student Advi sory
Board.
The tuttton increase was
decided by college admini strators and approved by the board
of trustees in the March board
meeting, according to a co llege
administrato r.
Students were not informed of
the decision until the last week
of April.
Cleve land dec lined to comment on the tuition increase.
Graduate stude nts said the
inc rease is dramatic and will
weigh on them next year when
they are trying to juggle living
and tuition expenses.
" It's too bad they had to do the
entire hike all at once," Orts said.

"That's a significant chunk of
money for [each) semester."
Charla Weatherby, 23, a dance
movement therapy student, said
she agrees that the increase is too
much too fast. "Thirteen percent
is a lot fo r one increase. Usually
when schools increase it's more
even."
"Col umbia is so disorganized,
this doesn' t surpri se me,"
Goldbeck-Jozefczyk said.
If the number of graduate students registered next year
rema ins cons istent with this year,
hundreds of thousands of dollars
would be generated through the
tuition hike. Five hundred and
forty six students were enrolled
in the fall of 2002.
Administrators said that it is
impossible to confirm whether
a ll of the additional tuition revenue will be spent directly on
grad uate students.
" It's not really fair, but what
can you do about it," GoldbeckJozefczyk said.

Georgia Evdoxiadis
Co-Editor-in-Chief
Childbirth is a feminist issue.
Well , actually, it's not a feminist issue, but it
should be. It's women who hold babies in their
wombs, women who bear children and-despite
arguments by my boyfriend to the contrary-women
who end up taking care of the tykes, for the most
part.
So, why is it that although there is a hea lth care
crisis in Illinois that threatens to put obstetricians out
of business, not one feminist icon has raised a voice
in protest?
The biggest problem for Ill inois ob-gyns is their
huge and constantly increasing insurance premiums.
The American Medical Association has identified 18
states that are currently experiencing what it calls a
"crisis" situation-meaning that doctor's live lihoods
are threatened by the severity of the problem. Illinois
is one of those 18 states, and in the last year a lone,
the AMA sa id premiums for neurosurgeons and
obstetricians have ri sen I 00 percent.
One Chicago-area obstetrician profil ed by the doctor's group said he's getting out of the business of
birthing babies altogether- he pays $115,000 a year
in premiums.
So what can be done? Several steps can be taken to
reduce the impact of lawsuits on doctors._Most
importantly, there should be a cap on all non-economic damages, meaning that if a doctor or hospital,
is found to be at fault, the victim should be able to
recover a ll of his or her economic losses- like lost
pay, hospital charges and future treatments-but the
" pain and suffering" money should be limited to
$250,000.
Trial lawyers groups argue that limiting awards
subverts justice to the victims. After all, $250,000
isn't as much money as it used to be.
But consider this: How can a doctor confidently
treat a patient if he or she is petrified that the smallest mistake may result in a huge lawsuit?
According to the American College of
Obstetricians and Gynecologists, the ave rage award
to a family who loses a baby is $1 million. Babies
die all the time, sometimes for no reason at all.
Sometimes the physician cannot prevent the death,
nor can her or she predict it.
Where is the j ustice in forcing those who serve on
the front lines to be held more accountable fo r their
mistakes than the rest of us?
It is true that doctors' responsibilities are greater
than all other professionals. They are the guardians
of life. It is for this reason that our society should
protect and nurture physicians. They should certainly
be held accountable fo r the ir mistakes, but it will
serve no one for o bstetricians to leave the fie ld
because they can't afford the insu rance.
The result, one that is terrifying in its implications,
could be that women are forced to give birth in an
emergency room, with a doctor who has never met
her before attending her labor.
That is dangerous, and frightening, for a woman.
So where are a ll the activists? The doctors themse lves are pretty much the only ones on the front line
fighting for legislation reform . The Democrats are
tied up by their allegiance to the trial lawyer lobbies,
and feminists are too busy trying to get women into
some stupid golf club. Meanwhi le, the lives and
well-being of mothers and children hang in the balance.
It doesn't really matter why th is has gone on so
long without attention. Perhaps, li ke me, you believe
that unglamorous issues related to mothers and children often get lost in the midd le. Perhaps you believe
that one of the on ly things conservati ves and liberals
seem to agree on is that moms and babies arc on
their own. Pe rhaps you believe that because this wi ll
only really affect poor and middle-class women who
cannot afford to travel to g ive birth, it is hard to really organize. Perhaps you believe that fe minists don 't
care a bout women who have c hosen to bear children.
It doesn' t matter what you be lieve.
T he attention that we pay to the issue now, tho ugh,
is cruc ial. Those of you recoveri ng from protestwithdrawal can hike on over to the Dirksen Federa l
Building, 219 S. Dearborn St., on May 18 to support
changing legislation. If you're the more verbal type,
send out e-mai l or snail mail to your state or federal
congressperson. Ca ll, write, whatever.
Because even if, like me, you don't want a baby
anytime soon, you may one day. And if you' re a
man, this is your issue, too. The lives of women and
their chi ldren are on the line.
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The world's first 17' notebook computer miraculously engineered into a stunning I" thin package.

The new 17" PowerBook • Starting at $3,149.00
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Tiu; 14' iBook. thE' i mpact-r~ sistant
not€'book that makes an impact.

n,e new 12" Power8ook- the world's
smallest, lightest full-featured notE'book

The ground breaking 15" Power Boo!< G4, now
available with the OVO-burning Super Drive.

Starting at $949.00

Starting at $1,449.00

Starting at $1,699.00

Starting at $2,199.00

- - -- - On-the-go necessities.-- -- 1Pod. th~_. c:twa~d -winning MP3 plttyer from Appll!, holds
up t (J 4.000 and f~atur0~ J 10 how battery lifE:.
/1irPort Extreme is the ""xt level in Wifeless networking.
Featuring IEEE 802 .11g technology, AirPort Extreme is
faster and more lnexpemive than ~ver before.

AirPort Extreme Base Station • Starting at $187.00
AirPort Extreme Card • $93.00

Starting at 5269.00

- - For your desk.- - - - - - - - -- --

eMac
Stutlng .-t ~929.00

IMac
SU,tlny .,,

~l.l49 .00

Get your student discount at:

Power Mac

Cinema Display

Cinema HD Display

Studio Display

StArt ing at S 1,449.00

20 Inches • $1,l49

l31nchaJ' $1,899

17 lnchaJ' $649

The Apple Store @
623 S. W,Jb,l sh, Suite 205

Columbia College
Ph o n e: 3 12.344.8 M/\C

http://www.colum.edu/applestore/
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EARLY REGISTRATION
for Fall 2003
Continuing Degree
Seeking Students

May5-May21

Registration for the Fall 2003 semester will take place on the new Oasis system.
Students must meet with their faculty advisor for a registration clearance in advance
of their scheduled registration time. Registration times and locations have been mailed
and are also on student's Oasis email. Time slots have been assigned according to academic standing. Registration can take place on or after the scheduled time. Students
must have their Oasis logon and password at the time of registration. Undergraduate
students-at-large register during open registration in September. Contact the records
oHice if you have any questions regarding registration.
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For one alumnus, life's pretty sketchy New Columbia
sc.h.olarship
gains steam

0 An artist since second
grade, Columbia student
heads west for cartooning
By Kristen Glanfortune
Staff Writer

It has been almost seven years since
Gennady Tartakovsky, a former
Col umbia student, hit it big with the
" Dexter's
animated
series
Laboratory." Now, another form er
Columbia student is treading along
the same path, hoping to make it in
the animation business.
Much like Tartakovsky, Mario
Furmanczyk, 20, came to Columbia
for his first year in the fall of 2000,
but was recently accepted to the
California Institute of the Arts, where
he will attend this fall. The largest animation companies and productions
are based on the west coast, near CalArts.
"That's where everything is, that 's
where you want to be," said Ron
Fleischer, a full-time instructor in
Co lumbia 's
Film
and
Video
Department and a former Warner
Bros. employee. It's the difference
between night and day ... it's a really
eye-opening experience,"
"You got to be really serio us. It isn't
like 20 years ago when I went to this
school and there were a lot of little
animation houses you could work at
[in Chicago]," Fleischer said.

Mario Funnanczyk. a Columbia student,

He has worked in the business for sonally- 1 work on my art day and
more than 20 years, and compared the night on my computer, and at home I
animation industry in L.A. to starving do my own projects."
Furmanczyk's curre nt projects
people walking into a supermarket.
"Someone who is just starting include illustrating The Legend of the
out. .. and is talented probably has a Dragon 's Tears (a children's book), a
better chance of getting a job out in summer job working at Six Flags
L.A. than I do. They're not hiring Great America as a caricature artist
experienced directors off the street, and maintaining his website,
you know," Fleischer said.
www.animatedbuzz.com,
where
Furmanczyk said he has wanted to aspiring ani mators visit from around
become an animator since the second the world to view tutorials and crigrade. He began sketching and tracing tiqJJe one another's work.
the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles. His
" In the '90s the animation business
artistic ventures have included web just crashed, so it was really hard getdesign, illustration, painting and ting work," Fleischer said. "A lot of
sketching caricatures.
people were getting laid off. Now it's
" I never liked the idea of having a just starting to come back to life a lit. nine-to-five boring j ob," Furmanczyk tle bit again and that's mostly because
said, "and I just thought that an ima- of 3-D ani mation-that's all the rage
tion or something having to do with now."
art would be really fun, and when I
Furmanczyk considers animation
got older I realized I wanted a career an unstable business, but said he still
and at the same time I wanted to have plans to pursue his dreams of becomsome enjoyable job and have some ing a traditional animator. "The more
sort of stability-some sort of career. you see yourself improve, the more
I didn't want to be a starving artist and into it you get, it's like 'wow I' m getpaint and not know if I could eat the· ting better!' You get more motivation
to get better," he said.
next day."
Throughout his life, Furmanczyk
Fleischer said animation is not nechas maintained his goals, winning essarily unstable, but "don't quit your
numerous awards in high school and day job, don' t make this your day job
eventually winning Columbia's unless you really have the drive to do
Presidential Scho larship for his art- this, you got to really, really love
work.
it .. .and even then that is not enough,"
"I consider myse lf very fortunate to he said.
be in my position where I have art, it's
" I have a sense of urgency to get
just so fulfilling to me," he said. "It's really good so I can actua lly live off
fun. It's something that I enjoy per- this. I need a job," Furmanczyk said.
"I need to make a living and it's a 'put
food on the table' kind of thing, I got
to be really good-to get the jobs to be
able to earn a living."
Even though major animation studios like Disney and Dreamworks are
geographically far from Chicago,
Fleischer believes that Columbia is a
good place to start out.
"I would recommend that ifthey're
in Chicago that they go to Columbia.
They get just as good an education
here than at CaiArts, plus it's an openadmissions school and Cal Arts isn't.
And it's cheaper," Fleischer said.
It's a competitive market, and
Fleischer said most animation studios
do not hire people for full-time positions.
Fleischer a lso said, " I' d like to
work myself up the ladder, I guess
that's what it is in the art world. You
got to just work up that ladder and
reach to the top where your ideas are
first. and that's where anyone wants to
plans to study in California next fall.
be, every artist. Long way to go."

Pension
Continued from Front Page
invested from increasing as quickly.
kind of input as to how this money is invested, but they also
The second factor was the poor stock and bond market assume some risk. If their account docs not perform well,
performance, Johnson said. Columbia's plan is insured by retirement funds may dwindle.
the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corp., a semi-governmental
A third type of plan, commonly called a cash balance
agency that collects premiums in the event that a company plan, offers a middle ground between the two other options.
goes bankrupt or is unable to pay its pensions.
As with Columbia's defined benefit plan, a formula is used
Last week, the PBGC told the House Ways and Means to compute how much money a retiree will ·receive.
Committee that more than half of all defined benefit pension Employees arc not responsible for losses or gains, nor do
plans are not completely funded. The agency also they may investment decisions. But, like in a defined conannounced that it had a $5.4 billion deficit as of March 31 . tribution plan, benefits arc in "account" form.
As recently as 2002, the insurance program had a surplus of
The current plan was enacted in 1979 by then-President
$7.7 billion. Falling stock and bond markets, and the bank- Mirron "Mike" Alcxandroff. Before that time, no pension
ruptcies and closures of numerous companies, contributed plan existed at Columbia. and DcSallc said Alexandroff
to the deficit.
called the plan one of the biggest accomplishments in his
" Data now coming in to the PBGC confirm that the time at the college.
total underfunding in the single-employer defined benefit
Although DcSalle expressed " nostalgia" for the current
system exceeds $300 bi llion, the largest number ever plan, he said he was optimistic t/le school would develop an
recorded," PBGC Executive Director Steven Kandarian effective plan. DcSalle also stressed that Columbia would
told the committee on April 30.
strive to maintain some of the current parts of the pension
. Columbia's pension plan, a "defined benefit" structure, plan.
IS the oldest of three main kinds of pension plans.
"There arc not going to be separate plans for difli:rent
Under the defined benefit plan Columbia uses, the groups," DeSalle said, although some schools do provide
employer pays money into an account, which is then diflcrcnt benefits for facu lty and stall: He also said the
invested. Depending on a variety of factors, such as mar- school would not ask employees to contribute to their reti reket performance and interest rates, the amount paid may ment plans.
increase or decrease from year to year. The employee has
Although freezing the pension plan was essential,
no decision to make in the process, nor docs he or she Johnson said, the college has no immediate plans to cut
assume any risk. Benefits upon retirement arc guaranteed other benefits.
and arc paid out based on a formula that takes into con"At this point, the health care plan is healthy," Johnson
~ideration average monthly salary and length of employ- said. "Expensive, but hea lthy."
ment.
Y11o.w: .veeklng more ilifimnation on Columbia's decision
II defined contribution plan - -such as a 40l(k) - brings or on pem/rm pkm.1·can vi.vit www,,·olum.edulfacultyiCC,..O
employees into the inve, tmcnt prnce~s. Money is paid into fiJr 1/nk.v to wwernmentaland college sile.v ami docttmem.v.
an individual accHunt by either the employer, employee or Next week :v Chrrmlclu will highlight jil~'ttlty and .vuljf
both, which is then inve, tcd. hnployee' uMmlly have ~orne re.vprm.vo to tlu• pen.v/onfreeze.
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International students add
$11 billion a year to U.S. economy
By Ana Hrlstova
Staff Writer
After her first year at Columbia, Anni Holms, an
international student from Denmark, ran into severa l financial problems and started looking for scholarship o pportunities. She knew that other colleges
in the United States and around the world offered
designated scholarships to international students.
But she was to ld ·columbia wasn't one of them.
"We talked about a scholarship among international students and with some of the faculty,"
Holms said. " But it wasn't until the fall last year
that we got our act together and decided to prove
that we could raise the money ourselves."
Between 2. Cultures, an annual event organized
by international students and the Office of
International Student Affairs, provided a perfect
opportunity for the international student community to introduce their cause.
The show, which gathered international and local
artists, raised $403 from ticket sales and donations.
No eligibility requirements for the scholarship
recipients have been drafted. Yet Holms, who is
a lso a president of the International Student
Organization, said she thinks that internationa l students with good academic records_who have devoted their time to make Columbia a better home for
other international students deserve recognition.
"Students realize that the money that they have
collected is not going to put them through school,"
said Symon Ogeto, International Student Affairs
coordinator, " But it is a demonstration that it is
truly possible that their effort can grow from $403
to $403 million . And that can put you. through
school."
According to Ogeto, it will take at least a year
before they raise enough money to be able to award
the scholarship. He said he feels that the money
raised at Between 2 Cultures is a good start and
could at least help with the cost of books. And, with
the many companies that want to be linked to the
website of the international student publication,
The Foreigner, and the fund raising, he is optimistic
about the future of the scholarship.
Ogeto, o riginally from Kenya, attended
Columbia as an international student before he
started working for the school. He considers himself lucky because he received the Presidential
Scholarship, which made it possible for him to
afford an education in the United States. For international students who aren't eligible for financia l
aid and are only allowed to work 20 hours a week
on campus. making ends meet is a struggle. .
"When some of these students come to this country, they realize that it is not that easy to go through
school, to raise $7,000," Ogeto said. " For some of
these students that is like building a palace in their
own country."
According to Gigi Posejpal. assistant dean of
International Student Affairs, international students
have the same flllancial problems as most A.merican
students. The only difference is that foreign students can't work off campus.
"Everything is getting expensive and money
comes in handy for everybody," Posejpal said "But
it seems that more and more students are asking for
scholarship opportunities."
"We pay tuition just like eve rybody else." said
Lennie Moscoso-Torres, a Columbia student from
Sweden.
"We have come to Columbia- fa r away from
ho me, leaving family and friends be-hind- to study
hard and graduate with honors. If financial difficulties distract us from doing that, then having options
such as work and schohlrship possibilities, can truly
help international students achieve their goal."
Moscoso-Torres said.
According to Ogcto, the United States has made
every effort to become a prime destination for fore ign education. According to the Association of
International Educntors, fordgn students and their
dependents contributed more thnn $ 11 billion to the
U.S. economy during the 200 1-02 academic year.
Ogeto said that Columbia is in the process of
developing a minority and international student
scho larship booklet that would help students look
for linancial support.
"One thing that the school hns made a commitment to is establishing Columbia us a leading global institution by ycur 2010," Ogcto said. "If the college wonts to be u lending global institution by year
20 I 0. it hns to invest in intc rnntionul students."
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Graduate To
The Next Level.

Affordable ~ klmyl Steps from CoiiiDiial
• Homey, spacious apartments with luxury features • Roor-to-<eiling windows • Steps from the Loop, Grant Park, the lake, Soldier Reid,
Buckingham Fountain, museums, restaurants and the Auditorium Theatre • Indoor pool, two sundecks, fitness room • Party room • 24-hour doorstaff
• laundry facilities • Indoor par!Qng • Incredible views • 2 East Eighth St • Open Mon.-Fri.,l0-6; Sat,ll-5; Sun.l2-5. Phone (,312) 939-7000.

ConYertibles from $845/mo. One bedooms from $1040/mo.
Two bedooms from $1340/mo. 1 month free rent for May move-ins.
Prices and availability subjed to change.

I OT~ AHHUAL ISRA~L ~ILM ~~STIV AL
For more information, www.israelfilmfestival.com

FREE TICKETS

MAY 12, 7:30 PM

Chicago, May 8-15, 2003

COLUMBIA
SCREENING

MAY 9, 12:30 PM
1104 S. Wabash - Suite 302

LOEWS CINEPLEX ESQUIRE - 58 EAST OAK STREET

UNDER WATER

Pick-Up Tickets in the Chronicle Office, 623 S. Wabash - Suite 205
or the Office of Student Activities, 623 S. Wabash - Suite 313
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ART , MEDIA AND HUMAN RIGHTS:

all
111 I

TV
I

I

Ed Paschke, artist, Northwestern University
Susan Gzesh. director, Human Rights Program, University of Chicago
Bill Kurtis, television producer and filmmaker
Desplna Melmaroglou. Greek installation artist
Geoffrey R. Stone. Harry Kalven, Jr. Distinguished Service Professor of Law, University of Chicago
Scott Simon. anchor/correspondent, NPR
Marjorie Agosin. Wellesley College and UN Human Rights Award winner
Purnaka L. de Sliva. senior advisor, Global Compact, UN Secretariat
Bart Brown. professor. Chicago-Kent College of Law
Charlie Madigan, edito;, Perspective, Chicago Tribune
Theresa A. Loar. president, Vital Voices Global Partnerships
Ana Mendieta. reporter. Chicago Sun-Times
Leonard Lehrer. dean. School of Fine and Performing Arts, Columbia College Chicago
Mysoon Rlzk, art hrstoroan. Center for the Vrsual Arts. University of Toledo
Carlos Gomez, founder, Foundation for Human Rights in Guatemala
Laura Washington. freelance writer and commentator
Peter Turnley. documentary photographer
Stephen C. Feinstein. director. Center for Holocaust and Genocide Studies. University of Minnesota
Gordon Quinn and Jerry Blumenthal, filmmakers. Kartemquin Films
Z afra Lerman. human rights activist and distinguished professor of science, Columbia College Chicago
Mary Meg McCarthy. director. Midwest Immigrant and Human Rights Center
Salim Muwakkll, senior editor. In These Times
The Kitchen Sisters, Davia Nelson and Nikki Sliva, "Lost & Found Sound." NPR
Chivy W. Sok. Khmer Rouge survivor, University of Iowa Human Rights Center
Alfredo Lanier, edrtoroal board . Chicago Tribune
Alllda Black. director. Eleanor Roosevelt and Human Rights Project, Geor&e Washington University
Sponsored by rho McCormlc~ Tribune Found81/on, IH>d miiM pou /b~ by lfntnls 11om the Illinois
National Endowment for the llumanlllu ond the Illinois Gener•l Auembl)', IH>d the

HllnMiniiiM COUtN:/1,

Huft> M. Heltter l'bunciiiUon.
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· Fiction Writing Department

Lo~king

for a class?

Think .
Fiction
Writing!
Are you interested in writing?

Are you creative?
Do you have stories to tell?
See your department advisor
during counseling for Fall 2003 Early Registration

Fiction Writing classes available in

•!• Short Stories
•!• Novels
•!• Creative Nonfiction
•!• Script Forms
Story Workshop® and other
Fiction Writing Department
courses will improve reading, writing,
speaking, listening, visualizing, and
creative problem-solving skills
useful for every college major and the job market.
Fiction Writing Department
12th .Floor, 624 S. Michigan Avenue
312-344-7611

Confused?

Make an appointment with your Faculty Advisor
today!
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Columb ia College Chicago Urban Arts Festival

May 22

A month-long celebration of work
from graduating students visit:
www.mayfestmanifest.colum .edu
call: 312.344.6789

Week 2 and 3 HIGHLIGHTS· MAY 5 <1.6, 2003
> loophole Reading:

S·30·~rn'

Readings from the new literary journal produced
and authored by members of our gay/lesbian/
bisexual/transgendered student organization,
Columbia Prtde.

>

H~-nr: ~=~n

:t1.0..+ S

C::r;a<.\'<i;-

May 9

r:n<·r

>

.

~

Must~

Ct.:ntt:r. j.Oid S

> WCCO Release Party for Asphalt
Publication &apm

weco. a writing arts oreanlzation, hosts a catered

.
>

.,P"'

release party for their new publication, Asphalt.
V'b:Da.'\r., 1~ Fk;o!'

Ho~:u ~a:l()!'jo. ~3 sc~:tn

> Senior Recital: lky- Williams: lpm

Music department graduating seniors
present final recitals.
(~ :~kr. :tcJ1.~ ~ ft''ll:-b~f!.:m.

BenJamin Cooper: 71"~
Mi~r.~~un, C"n::i":r: Ht:J:

> Senior Recital

1 <md 5::ronrn

10th annual urban-style runway fashion show and
exhibition of students' fashion-related work, ranging
from Illustrations to photography to garments.
> ~J.< l ·~ !>. W«bns.b, 6th Floor

CH!!tU!.

Wl:bad~. ht

> Senior Recital: Kate Uyono:

MusH

> Fashion Columbia:

~.,.

Mu~:c C!"nter, .1()1·• s. M!chl5<"~r:.

conct"tt Han

Cr.nfN! t H.J!I

> Senior Recital

May12

Aaron Ackerson: 12::W;m>

Satah Kate Jilek: 7. O{)pm

> Senior Recital: Jtm Mullen:

> Senior Directing Project:

> MlJ\!C

Trigger. Directed by Bta<l Noms
Graduating seniors in the Directing Program of the
Theater department mount directing projects.
> ('"lJ~:sK ~!>.i·~J!; HB.i!t.fof. !"l E.l1UJ
~

::J:: 312·344 '3:10:::..

> Undergraduate Photography Exhibition

> Senior Directing Project: Anything for You
and Andre's Mother: Directed tTi J.P. Menou

,.,.

Graduating seniors In the Directing Program of the
Theater Department mount directing projects.
c:a\~ic. lj.tu<Jif) T!l')Jl,r\, 72 E.J."lth
C.Jil .S12· 344-!l'l01 fOI time-~.

~-')·);)i,;m

Photo Print Media invites students, staff, and faculty
to their studio for a viewing of student artwork, tea,
cakes. and good conversation.
-3:hf-f~::r

&pm

101,; S. Mtrhig.c"\!"l. V'J!'l't!"tl :-ta:l

nrnv(;l> Mil)' Jf.

(1\~ !.tr":il,;o,

> Photo.Print.Media Studio
Open House:

t~e-ntN,

> Jazz Combo Festival

>

M ~;~;!c ('.~! ~t·n

>

Ct~!l

>

HH 4 f..

M i<.h=f~ar. . \..0!~~·-~ft ~hi)

>

Turrejl Btown:

Christopher Lee:

t;nnp,.,

> Senior Recital:

MonlqiHI Moore: ' .. m

( .1,11-~,

onteract111e, multimedia , Information-laden profeulonal career advice day for 1tudent1 to t how·
case their beat work and receive countol from top
profulk>nals 1n the nelda of rnarkatlne. advertltlf'41,
salu, p<omotiom, and public relatlontl.
l1tJ1~. Y.Lthn~h

4 Gpn1

RecepClon for Ane and Perfonnlf'41 Arts hooor1l students.
H"nnJn". CookW4'\' <.ttn~ tJr. l J P~ '> \:\11b.1\n, !,.'\l Floor

Graduatlne students In the MFA p<oeram In phot<>ara·
phy present their thesis works.

Communication featlval:

·•

Honors Reception
....

1 \t •l<''' '

r.-tut •11"1 (.uuurv, 11 tl-S

Op• nlnH

Wt!h..t5~!.

l !·~

H:~n:

The Distinguished Lecture In Oral History presents
its first annual student and special recognit ion to
former Dean Lya Dym Rosenblum .
H~lkl" Hn!l. i-i.:-!3 5 . ~it:J:tu:;;~;. :t~:t :-:;·>D~

Opening P~r1or mance 1 !::1('1pm
G:..'ll fh("~t,...~. ~·2 •:.11tr:

> Senior Recital:
~

MU!.It"

r;,~ntrr .

Mike Pnygoda: 7pm
:tO.t·l S M :t"bli'M~. C~rtVt · ~~ H.:t:

rut!. J:1.1 :c4-+ !i"l.i'!·

> MFA Photography Exhibition

> Adstock 2003: ·• '" 1, ,.,

,•. , .•l'r ' / . ....... ,(,

~t::--.;h'CltiVJl~

> Fine and Performing Arts

lnternatoonal Law and the Media Senior Seminar stu·
dents create an evenine of performance, panel di$cusSIO<ls, and readines on Issues of human rlllht.s.

h23 S.

Pn..'\'i~>W purformanc.?: 1.1Hm

Music Department presents an evenlf'41 of l011e sones
throullh the aaes, from classic to contemporary.
t,t:t: HhH:tHt. 1-:J F t~ 'h

·,
> r<.-r

> Crimes Against Humanity. Human
Rights Abuse: '-- ""'"

M arketln~C

> Sllllf Me If Love SofVt:

~~~~'~

H;)~:n G:J.~kr:.

> Sing Me a Love Song

:H:!..:·; 4.\.-63c)c)
;·

> Senior Recital:

&S;;n>

Showcase of the best student work, and highlights
of the outstanding achievements

<-·~pno

The Jazz Combo of Columbia College
presents Its annual concert.

> Senior Recital: Matth- Muniz: &;:o>

> Journalism Department Showcase

> Student Award in Oral History s;;~.,,

May 13

(:.2JS W.:J!':.l.."in

>

BFA photoaraphy students .present their final
body ofworl<.
Hohiu oa:t'!rr. 0:23 s. Yi.Ji.J~~h, 1 '\~ •·tov:

n~~ti-l'p ll<- n

'~

W •tl>n1-h r1n11 r lr>nr
Muy '1) t~un, 11p111

> Uberal Arts and Sciences Honors

Reception 1:> ;,,, ,,
Faculty-nominated ttudenta recelvo IWirdt In three
cateaonoa: luaderthlp, tervlco. and IIOholarahlp.
> lt,,kll> <·•ifllf) (•;l) ~~ WIH, wh, h i I IO(If

Our Sponsors:

~

~

•m
-

@>
lJoOZlONC

HOlHouse

(:~l

-Ill

(l P Tr ON

SlllliUi.

RI0£11 OIC.K£RSON, INC.

\

l \l

,,

" I\ \

II I \ } '

\

' I

Presented by Student Afhll" and C • S!*l~S, the plleries
end student centn or COlumbia
F\lnded by ltueltnt
actilltty teea. Addltlonel auppot1 provided by the Student
Proa,.mmlnl Ooerd and the omce or the Pruldent or
Columbia Coli... ChicaiO.

eon.ce.
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LSU study abroad program in Spring heats up
China canceled due to SARS campus dating game
0
With 5 ,400 sick
with airborne virus,
stateside schools begin
to rethink sending students
By Josh Britton
The Reveille (louisiana State U.)

National Security Education
Program scholarship, and one of
the stipulations of the scholarship is students cannot travel to a
country under a travel warning,
0 ' Keefe sa id. He said the student wi ll be allowed to retain the
scholarship and travel to a different country.
O' Keefe said his office considered waiting to see if the situation in China would improve,
but beca use "it was highly
unlikely that things would get
better before the end of May,"
the program was cance led to
allow the students involved to
make other plans for the sum-

(U-WIRE) BATON ROUGE,
La.-The rapid spread of the
SA RS virus in Asia has led to
th e
cancell ation
of
the
Louisiana State Univers ity in
China language study program
scheduled for this summer.
LSU Study Abroad adviser mer.
Internati onal studies junior
Ke vin O' Keefe said the
Acade mic Prog rams Abroad Kathryn Dickerson, one of five
Office made the dec ision to can- students who had planned to go
cel the trip after following trav- to China, said she agreed with
el advisories from the Centers the dec ision to cance l the trip .
" I was hoping they weren't
for
Disease Control and
Prevention, the World Hea lth going to cance l it, but it's not up
Organization and the U.S. State to any of us," Dickerson said .
Department in early April.
Dickerson said she still would
The WHO reported o n its be wi ll in g to go to China
website more than 5,400 proba- because she does not see SA RS
ble SARS cas es have been as a serious risk to her, but she
reported worldwide in the past understands the university's
six months, including more than need to ensure students' safety.
She also said she was not par4,800 in China and Hong Kong
and 41 in the United States. To ticularly disappointed by the
date, 353 people have died of cancellation.
the di sease.
"I love it because I have other
O'Keefe sa id the program options," Dickerson said. " I' ll
was to feature fo ur weeks of go to summer school here ."
study at Beijing Normal
Dickerson said she hopes to
University, followed by a two go to China with the program
and a half week "study tour" next summer.
Xiaox ue Cao, a foreign lanthrough southwest China e nding
in Shang hai.
guage instructor who was going
O ne student received a to lead the students thi s sum-

mer, said the decision was difficult but necessary.
"I'm very disappointed for
the students, but we can all
understand the decis ion," Cao
said.
Cao, who grew up in southwest China, studied in Be ijing
for e ight years .
" I' m very familiar with
Beijing," Cao said . "I can p icture in my mind what the situat io n would be."
Cao said her fami ly's home
province has not been affected
by the disease.
O'Keefe said he consulted
other univers ities who had
schedu led simi lar trips to China.
"I haven 't actually seen anyone that said they ' re going
ahead with it," O'Keefe said.
"It's not a time to be making
hopeful guesses about [safety]."
He said the University of New
Orleans and Bosto n University,
among others, had canceled
trips set for this summer.
Students who had paid
deposits received refunds when
the trip was canceled, O'Keefe
said . He estimated the total cost
of the trip_to be about $3,000,
not includ ing food and airfare .
O'Keefe said the university
looks forward to continuing its
bi lateral exchange program with
Beijing Normal University in
the fall, but health conditions
must improve first.
"As long as the trave l warning
is there, we really can' t go
against the judgment of the
State Department," O'Keefe
said.

Stricter drinking rules for Stanford
0
With 2 ,200 in support, possible change has student body up in
arms on West Coast campus
By KlmVo
Knight Ridder Newspapers
SAl' JOSE, Calif- It's an open sec ret that
Stanford University is lax about underage drinking.
If you're under 21, you can't drink on campus--except at parti es, in lounges, while standing
on a sunny patio o r sipping a beer in your room
with the door wide open so the dormitory staff
can see you.
But this fall, in an attempt to curb that drinking
culture, Stanford will ban dr in king in the
lounges, hall ways and patios of its I 0 a ll-freshmen dorms.
More than 2,200 students and alumni have signed
an online petition protesting the change. "There are
a lot of double standards," said Jeff Cooper, an
alumnus who posted the on line petition.
The po licy doesn't include fresh men dorm
room,, which the university considers students '
private domain. It a lso s idesteps dorms with a ll
four cla,se:t-freshmen through sen io rs- even
though most of the students who live there are
underage.
Stanford official~ won ' t say specifically what
sparked the new policy, other than that it came up
during an annual po licy review. The new dean of
freshmen, Julie Lythcott-1!aims. said freshmen
dorms were targeted because there have been
more problems there. "There is a great deal more
alcohol ab~ in all- fre shmen dorms than in
dorm' with upperclassmen," she said.
Historically, Sta nfo rd has stak ed o ut a unique
position on underage drink ing. While technical ly banning the practice, it hu been loose o n
enforcement. The attitude ste ms
from
'Hanford's belief that \tudc nb are responsib le
for their own behavior.
~we'll con1inue to afford students the freedom
to make respon\ible choices,'' said Gene
Awakuni, vice provo,! for ' Ioden! Affa irs. "This

is what has set Stanford apart from its peers, our
trust in students' abili ty to do the right thing ."
But Stanford hasn't been immune from the troubles of college drinking, a national problem that
causes half a mi ll ion injuries and 1,400 deaths
annually, according to a study published last year.
In the 1980s, a drunk fraternity member drowned
in Stanford's Lake Lagunita; in 1998, a Stanford
senior fell from a two-story balcony in an a lcoholre lated accident.
Last year, Stanford police wrote 44 tickets for
underage drinking and responded to 22 ca lls asking for help after a student overindulged. There
were 63 a lcohol violations and 30 medical calls
the year before.
Wi lson said the statistics would quickly rise if
she had mo re than three officers per shi ft.
Over the years Stanford has become so permi ss ive that students, including those who are underage, leave their dorm room doors o pen wh ile they
drink so resident ass istants can gua rd aga inst
alcohol- rel ated assaults and illness.
In recent years, the campus has tried to combat
drink ing. Do rm fu nds can no lo nger be used to
buy booze, and nonalcoholic drinks must be
served alongs ide the sp irited o nes at campus parties, which mus t be registered with the univers ity.
Stanford has also started crack ing down on
groups that n out the rules. Last year, the uni vers ity band was placed o n tra ve l suspens ion for serving booze while a lready o n a lcoho l suspension.
Stude nts who o ppose the latest po licy say they
want to protect the unique openness that exists at
Stanford, arguing that it 's muc h safer tha n students sneaking drinks . Students rely on their resident ass istants to nurse the m throug h hangovers
and, when necessary, take them to the hospital.
They worry that trust will be tarnished if the RAs
turn into those who bust them for booze.
University officia ls soy that RAs won't be
enforcers, but it's unclear what will huppen If a
staff member spots a fres hman with A drink .
" People arc going to drink whether the university a llows them to or not," said sophomore
Prances Lewis, 19. The old policy is better, she
said. "So l'rn not shutt ln11 my door, tak ln11 12
shots. then going to the party."
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As the weather warms up, more students
looking to get down
ByJIIIIan Pannek
Califomia Aggie (U. Calif.-Davis)
(U-WIRE) DAVIS, Calif.- Bo
Blumenthal once had an admirer
fo llow him all the way into the
men's restroom and try to make
out with him.
As spring brings thoughts of
warmer weather and skimpier
clothes, do you find yourself
vying for a little action?
Morgan Immel, a junior political sc ience major at the
University of California-Davis,
knows how to play the game.
With a self-reported 70 percent
success rate, he's admittedly
dropped
the
line,
"Congratulations, you've won
the Morgan Immel lottery" as a
way <if asking a hot girl out. The
line worked.
Confidence seems to be key
when looking to hook a mate.
" If you're not confident, don' t
spit game," Immel said.
In his book The Guide to
Picking Up Girls, Gabe
Fischbarg seconds this advice,
noting that men should work on
being shallow and, equally
important, beefing up their upper

body.
The ability to adapt to your surroundings proves just as valuable
when trying to make a great first
impression.
One's game is entirely dependent on the atmosphere. Whether
you're hitting on someone at a
club or just hanging out watching
television, location can dictate
expectations, said Christian
Acosta, a UC-Davis junior textiles and clothing major.
For Immel, hi s game alters
depending on the situation and
the girl. Sometimes, the situation
calls for the "tough-crazy-guy
game," which he said will get
you respect and the girl, but the
relationship is often short-lived.
"Girls like it when you put
yourself on the line," he said.
The " [ love you game" is more
appropriate for nice girls, but
Immel warns to beware hurting
the girl's feelings. With this rap
comes a lot of repercussions, he
said.
Katherine, a senior at UCDavis, entices men by talking
about something she knows they
are interested in. For example, if
you· re at a bar and some guys are
watching a sports game, ask them
the score as a quick way into the
conversation. Finding a common
connection, like school, is important, she said.
Working in teams can lend
great advru:uagcs. too. Katherine
often approaches a group of men
with her friends in tow. Not only
can friends help move the conversation along in moments of
awkwardness. they can also ~ lay
the important role of the "wmgman" by flirting with the less
attractive members of the group.
"At Davis, if you're not in an
organizntion, it's hard to meet
people," Katherine said, who
views the bars ns the only pln.:es
to find potentials.
Both
Flsc hbarg
and
Blumenthnl, a senior c:ommunitatlons major, 11:1sert that a lcohol
Is indeed holplul when It comes
to talkin11to someone for the 11n!t
time.
But Kntherlne 11nds th11t beer
IIOI!l!lcs c11n sometimes skew the

game.
Junior psychology major
Vanessa said to be careful when
pursuing a man while drinking,
and to make sure you check out
his friends.
"If he has strange friends, he
will be strange, too."
It's safe to state that dating is
no longer just a man's game.
Women are equally insistent 'and
persuasive when it comes to selling themselves. So is the game
even necessary, or will a connection happen on its own?
" When I really want something, I get it," Vanessa said, who
attributes her success to her
determination.
Erik Hayes, a junior managerial economics major, said he doesn't usually approach women, yet
is surprised by those who talk to
him.
Blumenthal said he has no
game at all-despite his bathroom encounters.
Now that your game is perfected and you have some choice
pick-up lines memorized, how
are you supposed to know if your
attempts will be rewarded?
Preliminary eye contact or
even a quick glance coupled with
a smile can help one decide
whether or not to proceed, Acosta
noted.
" Look for someone that is
approachable," Katherine said.
Immel Said he too fears rejection, but that he doesn' t let unfamiliarity stop him from talking a
girl.
Once, at a party, he asked a
stranger, "On a scale from one to
ten, how much do you want to
hook up with me?" The g irl
answered six, and he replied
"OK, I' ll be back when it's ten."
He continuously checked in with
her throug hout the night and
when the party was over, the girl
answered ten, and Immel took
her home.
On the rare occasions when her
advances fai l, Katherine doesn't
let rejection stop her. She just
picks a new target.
So, amid the mass of booze and
coy glances, is anyone looking to
get serious?
" If the person is special, it's
always ti me to settle down."
Immel said.
On the other side. Blumenthal,
who is just weeks away from
graduation. is "not looking for
much." He'd rather just have
someone to hang out with.
Perhaps that is what college
dating is all about: getting to
know as many people as possible
through both sexual and conversational e.xplorntion.
Katherine makes use of the
knowledge she gains from previous boyfriends to help her attract
new ones.
Each new g uy gives insight
into e.>tactly what it means to be
mole, Vanessa SD.id.
Similarly. Immel t1llks to as
many women as possible cadi
day. He fig~ that the lllOI'e
women he knows, the casiler the
~omc becomes. and the more
Innes he @Cis let down, the easier
future rejection will be.
Ollting is like ~lt~,.vinv a sport,
and your objecti ve is to win.
Whcth~r you wish 1\l ~re 1.\
lonl!'"teml relationship or 11 ooenit~ht stand, the strntei!Y you USlll
c1111 make you 11 pi~ 04' a ~r.
Just 1'\lmem~r to pill,)' 11\ir.
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A half-baked idea I Paper caper probed at
grabs controversy University of Wisconsin
0
Affirmative action
bake sale raises more eyebrows than funds
By Annie Spiro
The Daily Vidette (Illinois State U.)
(U-WIRE) NO RMAL, IlLWhen the Illinois State University
College Republican s decided to
hold an affirmative action cookie
sale, charging people of di fferent
races different prices, they were
face d with some controversy.
The idea of the sale was to show
that because of governmental programs like affirmative actio n, the
white male is becoming a minority.
White males were charged $2 fo r
a cookie while African-Americans
only had to pay 50 cents, Enrique
Rebodello said. Not long after the
sign was put up, IS U officials asked
them to remove it.
"The only thing I was offended
by was the poster announcing the
cookie sale. I apprqljc hed them with
my colleague~ and asked them what
the p4rpose of the poster was," said
Abdi Maya, sen'ior politics and government major.
The Republicans rep lied saying it
was a way to prove · their point
against the racial factors of affirmative
action.
Bas ically
the
Republicans thought that it di scriminated against wh ites, Maya
-o:!'JSplai ned.
Nei l Skaggs, department chairman for the Economics Department
and College Republican adviser,
defended the rights of his students.

"It was an attention-getting mechanism to say something they wanted
to say. To question this whole view
of affi rmative action, and questioning a political issue is a perfectly
legitimate thing to do," he said.
"As far as I can tell, thi s was just
offensive free speech. I don ' t see
any issue in it much at all. I think
this is one of those cases where
they should have been left alone to
say what they wanted to say,"
Skaggs sai d.
If there is a real iss ue here, the
issue is not that the Republicans
were hav ing the sale but that they
were asked to remove the sign, he
said.
"Yeah, some people were offended, but everyone is offended by
something," Skaggs said.
• From what Skaggs said he knew,
club members weren 't nasty, they
just irritated people. "Maybe they're
ri ght and maybe they're wrong, but
to shut them down says that only
leftist ideas can pass the muster,
which is wrong," he said.
President of the Native American
Student Association Tammie Dean
was one of those offended by the
idea of the cookie sale.
" I don't see white males as
deprived of anything. From what I
see, they have the best jobs, they
get paid more," Dean argued. " I
totally disagree with this. Totally,"
she said.
The s ituation has been brought to
the attention of the ISU Office of
Diversity and Affirmative Action. '
"We have been informed and are
looking into it," s taff secretary
Rebecca Kovar sai d.

wrong in other instances of campus newspaper theft.
Student fees pay for the printing of the
paper, and advertising pays other expenses,
including
the salaries of the student staff. In
By Kevin Harter
the case of the missing 2,000 papers, that
Knight Ridder Newspapers
translates into a theft of$ I ,I 00 in student fees
and $752 in ad revenue, Berg said. Or would
RI VER FALLS, Wis.-To some it was a have, had the papers not been recovered.
" What we want people to k11ow is it does
prank. To others, it was a theft and also an
cost something," Berg said. ·
assault on the First Amendment.
That's why several student newspapers,
About two-thirds of the copies of Student
Voice, the weekly University of Wisconsin- including the University of Florida, the
Ri ve r Falls student newspaper, were· stolen University of Texas and Pennsyl vania State
May I from academic buildings shortly after University have successfully sought criminal
charges and pun ishment for newspaper ,theft.
they were dropped off.
"We hear of about 20 to 40 theft cases a
Ransom notes were left. Then, in an e-mail
message to student editors, the Army of the year," said Mark Goodman, director of the
Flying Squirrels vowed to strike again if the Student Press Law Center in Arlington, Va.
paper didn't retract everything it has ever "And when it happens once, it is more likely
to happen again if condoned or treated as a
published.
The 2,000 stolen papers, which had been prank as opposed to the serious threat to freedeposited inside the office of a chemistry pro- dom of informat ion that it is."
While it is unlikely that the student newsfessor, were later recovered outside his office
with a note reading, "I'm finished with these." paper will seek to have anyone prosecuted,
The staff of the Voice . investigated what Berg said on April 28 that she was sending an
they believe is a theft and contacted' the e-mail to the faculty explaining that taking the
newspapers constitutes theft and infringes
Student Press Law Center.
Pat Berg, a journalism professor and Voice upon all students' rights.
Goodman agreed. He said most newspaper
adviser, contacted the chemistry professor, the
chairman of the department, and the chance l- staffs aren 't interested in prosecuting, but they
do want the administration to take action.
lor.
Whoever was inv:olved is fortunate the paper
Berg said another professor opened the
door to allow students to enter and leave the was recovered, said UWRF Vice Chancellor
newspapers in his colleague's office, believ- Virgil Nylander. Had the copies not been
ing it was a prank, but did not know the vol- found, the paper would have had to be reprinted or the advertising money returned.
ume of papers about to be delivered.
"At this point we don't know who was
The e-mail writer, Cullen said, wrote that
pilfering papers would continue, because "we involved," he said. "If we find out who is
can't get in trouble" for taking campus news- responsible, the dean of students will talk to
them."
papers.
He declined to comment on what might be
The assumption that there are no consequences for stealing freely distributed studenr done if a faculty member were involved in the
newspapers in large volumes has been proved theft.

0
2,000 student newspapers
stolen as a prank
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D, deceptively complex,
Charlotte Sometimes creates confident, sexually assertive,
complicated Asian-American female characters without
being overly self-concious about defying stereotypes."
~athan

Robin, The Onion

·~ BREAKIIIROUGH
for Asian-American filmmakers."
- Roger Ebert, Chkago Su.,.71me•

II****

A WONDERFUL

MOVIE! w

- Peter Sobczynsk.l, Uberty Subwtlan

"The most sophisticated exploration of
Asian American sexuality in recent memory."
-san Franc!Ko lnU. Asian American FHm Festival

THE FIRST ASIAN AMERICAN FILM
to be nominated for an Independent Spirit Award since 1995. Chicago's own
Jacqueline Kim is the first Korean-American to be nominated for an
Independent Spirit Award for her performance in "Charlotte Sometimes"
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Open late hours
7 days a week .
Sunday-Friday till 4 AM
Saturdays till 5 AM
World Famous Buffalo Wings
Featuring 12 Beers on Tap

3.12-427-2787

DreamWorks Pictures is currently inte rview·
lng candidates for a Chicago College Marketing
Representative for the '03-'04 school year. If
you're interested in the film industry and the
be hind-the-scenes nuts and bolts when it
comes to movie marke ting, publicity and promotions, this is the internship for you!
All majors are welcome to apply, but please note
this is a marketing position, not film production.
Please email a cover le tter and your resume to
dwintern@iltischicago.com, or fax to (312) 337- i 258
attn: DreamWorks Account Supervisor.
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YOU'RE FINISHING YOUR BA- YOU'D LIKE TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE-

IS TEACHING FOR YOU?
EXPLORE THE IDEA AT AN

OPEN INFORMATION SESSION
Join us with your ideas and questions.

THURSDAY, MAY 15
ROOM 402
33 EAST CONGRESS
5 : 00 - 6:30 PM
Refreshments will be served!
Reservations: 312 344 8140
(Not essential but appreciated)

Sponsored by the EDUCATIONAL STliDIES DEPARTMENT
of Columbia"s Graduate School
The Department offers Master of Arts in Teaching (MAT) programs
to prepare art, elementary, and elementary-bilingual teachers! These
are two-year, part·time programs with classes offered in the early
evenings. Application deadlines: June 15 (art); July 15 (elementary).
Information at 312 344 8147

Columbia
COLLEGE

CHICAGO

COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO I EDUCATIONAL STUDIES DEPARTMENT
600 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE I CHICAGO. ILLINOIS 60605 I 312 344 8140

"Spirituality and Healing" Workshops
Science ilnd Heillth was
helpful to me the first
time I read it. The book
has changed my thought
and my outlook on life.
B.E. Westlake Village, CA

iritual Journe
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. Come meet industry professionals and get you questions answered
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Columbia Chronicle Editorials
Santorum poisons right of freedom, privacy
Pennsylvania
Republican
Richard
Santorum may be the finest si ngular example
of a political insect; pure and unadulterated,
able to withstand even the strongest poisons.
Santoi1JI)l's remarks equating homosexuality with bestiality, polygamy, adultery and
incest have become somewhat famous.
However, the reactions emerging this past
week from Washington have the carnival
effect of a smoke and mirrors show.
Under close scrutiny, the Republican Party
has been deferring its defense of Santorum
with a vague comment made by White
House spokesman Ari Fletcher last week.
Fletcher told reporters; "The president
believes that the senator is an inclusive man.
... The president has confidence in Sen.
Santorum and thinks he's doing a good job as
senator, including in his leadership post."
Santorum 's record as a senator may be
viable, but the eerie absence of condemnation, let alone remorse on the administration's part, raises many frightening issues.
The remarks in question were part of an
interview some weeks ago on a Supreme
Court case involving the arrest of two Texas
men in 1998 for violating the state's sodomy
laws. When pressed by reporters for his
views on the case, Santorwt) responded with
this exql!isite gem of fanaticism:
"We have laws in states, like the one at the
Supreme Court right now, that has sodomy
laws and they were there for a purpose.
Because, again, I would argue, they undermine the basic tenets of our society and the
family. And if the Supreme Court says that
you have the right to consensual sex within
your home, then you have the right to
bigamy, you have the right to polygamy, you
have the right to incest, you have the right to
adultery. You have the right to anything...
You say, well, it's my individual freedom.
Yes, but it destroys the basic unit ofour society because it condones behavior that's antithetical to strong, healthy families. Whether

it's polygamy, whether it's adultery, where
it's sodomy, all of those things, are antithetical to a healthy, stable, traditional family."
While the rancor ofhis remarks is indeed a
case for concern, they pose a far larger issue,
namely his ominous conviction on the government's role in regulating personal rights
and freedoms.
The idea of individual freedoms-the rights
to privacy, ideas and responsible behaviorsare the keystone ofthis country and have been
washed in the blood of countless individuals
since our nation's inception. Santorum's comments invoke images of jack-booted storm
troopers splintering doors so that the small·
minded can sleep soundly at night.
Santorum 's intent and the grim machinations behind them represent an antithetical
virulence-a· filthy hypocrisy to the " freedoms" for which we have dispensed our
youth overseas as cannon fodder.
Already, the firestorm is starting to wane
as the administration smothers the flames
with vague retorts and misdirection. We cannot allow this to occur; we must feed the
coals with our determination and ire, build it
to a burning conflagration and sear him with
his own words.
Whatever the fearsome aspect of his gaze,
Santorum and his defenders are proof that
the biggest perversion and acts of deviance
lurk not only in windowless vans or behind
locked cellar doors, but sometimes in our
own offices of power.
If anything, Santorum's views are more
"deviant" than even the kinkiest sex acts
between two consenting adults. His
Orwellian analyses stand in stark contrast to
his party's prescribed opposition to big government intervention. In addition, for him to
believe that his archaic views on homosexuality reflect the majority of Americans is
both laughable and pathetically sad.
On a swiftly tilting planet, Richard
Santorum is pitifully alone.

Media coverage deviates from war
Our country's news is a business, and a
big business at that. Over the years, our
society has become more accustom~ to
sensationalized and disproportionate news
coverage. Therefore it should come as no
surprise that the media and the public have
recently become infatuated with ihe Laci
Peterson murder story. And why not? After
all, this story's got all the markings of a
plotline snagged from " Days of Our
Lives."
If you haven't been following the story
(though it's hard to imagine how you
could avoid it}, here's the recap:
California man Scott Peterson was recently arrested in connection with the murder
of his pregnant wife Laci Peterson. The
body of their fetus, a boy, surfaced just
before police found Peterson herself. She
had been missing about four months~
But tum on the three-ring circus called
cable television and you' ll get news you
never knew you needed. You'll get on-site
reporting from Modesto, Calif., breaking
news updates on the grisly nature of the
murder and a Larry King panel discussing
every painstaking detail of the case.
The Peterson case has offered the media
the perfect human-interest story to serve
up (or the public 10 they can take their
minds off international maners, even if it's
just for a little while. War is stressfulespecially when one is subjected to the
24n media blitz that has characterized the
recent situation in Iraq. So are the news
media s imply supplying a demand among
the public for overly sensational news'!
Perhaps.
The O.J. Simpson tria l proved that
papers can sell and people will tune in . Por
th•t rea.wn alone, the media are now be1111ing the guy to have a reality show about
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his life. The Amy Fisher story was even
turned into a TV movie .
The Laci Peterson case is certainly a
distressing story, but crimes like this
unfortunately happen frequently in our
country, and usually with just a fraction of
the coverage. The question begs to be
asked: 'Why this story? Why no)W?'
One possible answer could come from
the much-lauded "Fox effect" that has
bombarded networks since the Iraq crisis
began. Fox has been one of the heaviest
promoters of the Peterson story, as well as
other relatively unimportant topics such as
the all-important · question: 'Is Saddam
alive?' (lately, the media appears to be
playing follow-the-leader. The result is
something like a dog chasing its own tail.)
We should expect more from the leaders
of our media in times like these when our
country's actions are having massive global consequences. They often are overlooked here on the home front. Peterson
may have all the appeal of a daytime soap
opera, but when more people pay attention
to that instead of issues that affect the
world, something is wrong.
Even more disturbing is the possibility
that the media may be creating a need for
such sensational news instead of fllling it.
Often times, people compare reactions to
grisly or shocking stories to the way people respond to a car accident. Some say
that you can't help but look. But how
many of us drive around all day looking
for car accidents?
Those who consume news may only
watch and read the lurid or violent stories
because their attention has been drawn to
them. l'erhaps the med ia can flnd something more relevant to which attention can
be drawn.
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Celebrity opinions draws·excess heat
By Jeff Postelwalt
Daily O'Collegian (Oklahoma State U.)
(U-WIRE) STILLWATER, Okla.Trent Lott, the Rev. Jesse Jackson,
Robert 'Byrd, Newt Gingrich and
Natalie Maines all have one thing in
common: They now know just howJonu
ticked off people can getfrMl one flippant comment, If the name "Natalie
M!li~doesn't seem to fit into the
same category as the others, it's
because she isn't in politics. Maines is
the lead singer of the Dixie Chicks.
She and her band have suddenly been
thrown into the political sphere because
of a comment Maines made about the
commander in chief while the Dixie
Chicks were on tour in London.
Anytime a story like this breaks, it is
important to clarify what was actually
said and what happened. So let me do
the honors:
Before walking offstage at a venue in
London, Texan Maines said, "Just so
you know, we're ashamed that the
president of the United States is from
Texas." That was it. That is the big
controversy surrounding the Dixie
Chicks and their career.
They even had to submit to a conciliatory interview with Diane Sawyer
(horror of horrors). Sawyer conducted
the interview much like an old Soviet
show trial where the enemy of the state
is coerced into a tearful admission. But
there was no tearful confession. All
that was said was that the band supported the troops. and that support of
the troops does not equal supJ?Ort of the
wur. Dissent is an American nght.
Like usual , Sawyel'-unfazed-continued to ask loaded questions. In the
position Sawyer put them, they could
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101 grornn,., olld rnty bo Cui duo 10 lh<llrnl~od llmO<JIIt
or•~•v•U•t>tt

Lollono con 1>o roud 10 "' ••11121 344-4032,
C.,>OIIod 10 Ch,.,.llthiQeolum tdu.,. moiled 10
... COIIHilbll Chnlnlclt C/0 l.o1to19 10"" ldhO<, Ul •
Woi>Ooh 11.. , 81lllo 201, ChiCOifO, lliOIOI

have either sold out of their beliefs and
compromised their integrity, or stoo<L_,r·
by their statement and risked further
criticism. At the end of \hi;()!how, however, it seemed thc;x. did neither.
Though I)~} not a fan of the Dixie
Chicl<s. as artists (or a fan of country
music in. general), I respect the way
that they rose above the sensationalism.
But, I really would have liked to see
them !ell Sawyer to kiss off.
Most people don't listen to music for
the politics. Some don't even listen for
the lyrics, much less the message
behind them. And in the case of the
Dixie Chicks, their music has no hidden messages. Their new album even
contains a tribute song to war heroes of
the past.
It was the undertones of this "controversy" that really bothered me. It was
as if people boycotting them were not
only saymg "how dare you," but also
"how dare females sp4:ak their minds."
Eddie Vedder impaled a mask of the
president on a mtcrophone stand and
got less severe reprisal than the Dixie
Chicks did. And I don't think it was
beCause rock is less conservative than
country. I've heard that, but I don't buy
it. Major artists of both genres have a
habit of keeping their mouths shut
But celebrities, like anyone else,
have the right to an opinion and a fi&ht
to use their fame to make it known. It's
pointless to get upset about a celebrity
using his or her "soapbox" to make a
point.
You don't have to listen to them; you
don't huve to boycott them unless you
were truly o tl"endt.-d by their actions.
It's n silly thing to get bent out of
shape about. Af\cr a ll, it's just another
opinion.
Chronicle t ·mtll addi'M8M:
Lonera 10 !be tdllpr
ChrotllcltQCotum.lldu

prtaa rt!ttata
Ch<llllklit(icotu•n lldu

Adyanlaemtnta
ChtonlcltQcolun• lldu
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The abundance of spam may be hard to swallow
By Emily Smith
Commentary Editor
·I applied for a loan at the beginning of the
spring 2003 semester and have since put up
with the frustration of an abundance of
credit card applications and bank information. I received, on average, one to two
money-related junk letters a week; but after
my financial research
on the web and via
companies, my name
has leaked out and filtrated the -credit world.
Now, it won't stop
rolling in. And that is
on top of the movie,
music and magazine
junk mail that I was
already receiving.
At retail stores, they
ask for my zip code,
and it's not only so
they can track their
customer proximity. It
isn't a coincidence that
I receive an excess of
catalogs and saving
opportunities after a
shopping episode.
Corporations have
become so monopolized that with one purchase, a person's information is bounced around and circulated
among numerous companies.
I used to have a subscription to Glamour.
As the expiration date inched closer, I was
prepared for the expected information trying
to reel me in for another year (or two, for an
additional savings off the cover price!) and
so I simply threw it all on top of my junk
mail pile waiting to be recycled. By the
way, there is actually a section at most recycling locations for junk mail. That just goes
to show how comp10nplace it has become.
But I wasn't clever enough. Avoiding
their renewal cards didn't do the trick. Soon,
a copy of Seventeen magazine llrrived at my
door. Then another. Then a bill appeared
asking me to pay for the issues that I hadn't
requested. Do they expect people to pay,
thinking they forgot they subscribed, or
because they are too lazy to do something
about it?" ·
I called their' toll-free number and pitched
a fit. They canceled ihe> subscriptio n and I
asked them to take my name off their list. I
had to go through all that effort just so I
wouldn't get merchandise. Companies
throw their products at us in hopes that we
are too lazy to push them away. And it must
work because they keep it up.

My grandma received an offer laSt
November from Real Simple, a lifestyle
magazine with a demographic target of individuals such as my grandmother. It advertised two free issues. Interested in viewing
Real Simple, she filled out the card and sent
it in. In December she received a bill, which
she disregarded. No magazine arrived. In
January she received a past-due bill. No
magazine'arrived.

accounts, it is also easy for businesses to
change their e-mail addresses- and they
do.
Yahoo offers customers two options in
dealing with spam. You can either block the
address (and the e-mail will probably slide
its way back through another address), or
you can report it to Yahoo Customer care.
However, customer care can't do too much
about it other than use the data for reports,

Ka Leo 0 Hawaii (U. Hawaii)
(U-WIRE) HONOLULU-Well, the war
has come and gone. For a ll practical purposes, the United States now controls Iraq.
Before you groan and begin ly ing down in
front of cars, or set off the fireworks and
break out the patriotic body paint, stop to
consider the noise coming out of places
like France and Russia, countries that were
firmly against the war in the first place.
Those of you who fall on the right-hand
side of the political spectrum have already
suspected these two countries of being too
reliant on inspections, but I believe those
of us on the left should take notice of what
is going on with them as well.
Remember that "No Blood for Oil"
thing? Hopefully that doesn'tjust apply io
the United States. You see, between the
first and second gulf wars, who was going
after Iraq's oil? France and Russia. They
didn't have to occupy Iraq to get to its oil
because the governments and corporations
of France and Russia were collaborating
with Saddam Hussein.
The French were in favor of the first
Gulf War for a short stint, after whichupon a bit of prodding- they reversed their
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She called their customer service number
from the bill and talked to a representative.
The next month, her first free issue arrived,
along with another bill. After two conversations with a head honcho and one more bill,
the other magazine arrived and the fiasco
was over. This was all in response to an
offer for two "free" magazines.
According to EcoFuture's website, I OO·
million trees are used a year to create unsolicited mail. And while Bush is figuring out
ways to provide basic needs for Iraq, we are
wasting approximately 228 billion gallons
of water to process the paper for junk mail.
Remember those recycling facilities I mentioned earlier? EcoFuture estimates that
$320 million of our local taxes are spent on
getti!lg rid of that unwanted mail.
The Federal Trade Commission hosted a
three-day "Spam Forum" April 30 through
May 2, in Washington, D.C. to address
unwanted e-mails and spam. The panels discussed issues such as deceptive routing, the
costs of spam, filter software and legislation.
Spam is obnoxious and time-consuming. I
understand that advertising is what drives
our economy, but those pop-up ads on the
Internet are armoying. And while it may be
easy to block addresses from our e-mail

statistics and helping improve their
SpamGuard.
There is an abundance of resources
designed to help people weed out the junk.
For example, SpamCon foundation offers
steps that can minimize spam. One suggestion is for individuals to contact the sender.
Another option is to report it to agencies for
statistical purposes that could possibly trigger legal action. Software is available and
guards can be created, but it all takes effort.
It may not always be a great deal of effort,
but time seems to trickle away in this modem world, and I don't particularly appreciate having to spend my extra minutes getting rid of advertisements I didn 't want in
the first place.
But there is no option. Either we put up
with it and take the extra time to click the
box and block the e-mail addresses, or we
can struggle to minimize it. It may seem
like an overwhelming task, but the junk
itself is becoming overwhelming.
Last week, for the fi rst time, I received a
spam text message on my cell phone offering scholarship help. At the time, the concept ofjunk text was absurd. But, in retrospect, I should have seen it coming. There is
just too much junk out there.

In war, know your foes as well as your friends
By Christopher Mikesell

COLUMBIA
CHRONICLE

position. Now France has one of the most
willingness to give backing to Saddam
vehement anti-war states in Europe, and
when Iran was the big problem in I 987.
for good reason: According to a recent artiThe left wingers need to realize that their
cle in the Washington Post, the ties France
supposed model for international relations,
had with Hussein were in danger of being
France-you know, the country that has
exposed should they make the mistake of
had a history of being indecisive when it
crossing Saddam again.
comes to determining what its own governI would not blame them for such an
ment is- is just as full of corrupt politiarrangement; after all, this is exactly how
cians as the system of government run by
the game of world economics is played.
the corrupt politicians in Washington.
(It's a good thing I'm not an optimist; I'd
Likewise, the right-wing nationalists
hate to find myself being disappointed all
· need to stop burning Dixie Chicks COs,
the time by the world leaders not living up
take off their red-white-and-blue-tinted
to overly idealistic expectations).
lenses and take notice of their own governBut if we have learned anything from
ment's hypocrisy. I guess this is what it
this point in history, it is that the motivameans when we ta lk about moral equivations of the populace and their herders do
lence; the world's politicians seem to be
not necessarily coincide all the time. It's
equally immoral wherever you look.
ridiculous to suggest that somehow the
So where does this leave our patriotism?
French are immune to this reality by virtue
I say that if we' re on a morally reprehensible but equal footing we might as well root
of, well, living in France.
for our own oil companies. Better our own
So we're back to the oil, in addition to
aims sales and nuclear technology. The
country gets the ill-gotten economic beneU.S. government is not entirely loopy; they fits of an invasion we orchestrated than
stopped their arf!lS sales to Iraq after the
France, who, despite being completely
against the war that killed several Iraqi
first Gulf War. For some reason, France
civilians, want to have a part in its
didn' t. We killed Iraqis to get to the oil in
Iraq, the French allowed Hussein to kill
"rebuilding."
It's just the realist in me, I g uess.
Iraqis to get to it.
Whether you're on the left or the right, the
Their willingness to give implicit backtruth remains that it pays to choose your •
ing via their economic partnerships to a
poster children wisely.
regime like Saddam 's is just as bad as our
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COWMBIA'S VOICES
Mother of all suggestions: do homework
It has become quite clear to me that
there is an exorbitant level of naivete that
exists among students and faculty here at
Columbia in regards to the recent U.S.Ied war in Iraq as well as the military. As
Ms. Smith pointed out, there certainly
isn' t an understanding about certain
weapons systems used worldwide.
Ms. Smith's commentary in the April
21 issue on the Air Force's new bomb
(Massive Ordinance Air Burst, or
MOAB) wasn't based in fact . Either she
did not research the weapon, or chose to
ignore what she found.
First of all, the MOAB does not carry
90 tons of explosives. The MOAB
weighs approximately 21,000 pounds, not
all of which are explosives. The MOAB's
predecessor. the BLU-82B, or "Daisy
Cutter." weighed roughly 15,000 pounds,
only approximately 12,600 of which were
explosives. This is a far cry from an
180,000-pound bomb. I have no idea
where that statistic could have come
from. I hope it was a typo.
The reason the BLU-82B, is being
replaced is not because President Bush
wants bigger toys to play with, as Ms.
Smith so chi ldishly put it. The Air Force
had logistical reasons for doing so.
The BLU-82B required the C- 130 crew
to fly at an altitude of about 6,000 feer.
Because it was a parachute dropped
bomb with no guidance system whatsoever, it also required the crew to fly at an
extremely slow speed. All of this adds up
to making the C-130 and its crew a target. Because the MOAB has a global
pos itioning guidance system, the bomb
can be dropped !Tom a higher altitude
farther away !Tom the target, keeping the
crew out of harm ·s way.
Also, while the MOAB is now the
largest conventional munitions bomb in
the Air Force's arsenal, it is not the
largest the world has ever known. The
U.S. developed the T- 12, a 42,000-pound
bomb in World. War II.
Ms. Smith's allusion to the MOAB
being a weapon of mass destruction is
concerning. I ask you, Ms. Smith, do you
know what a weapon of mass destruction
is? Despite its immense size, the MOAB
is pathetic in terms of destructive power
next to these weapons systems. ~
atomic bomb that detonated over
Hiroshima was equivalent to 14,500 tons
of conventional munitions. The MOAB
hardly holds up.
What also makes the MOAB seem
insignificant in terms of lethality are biological and chemical weapons. For example, the BLU-82B's lethality radius was
reported to have ranged between 300 and

900 feet. However, the relative coverage
of 1,000 kilograms of the nerve agent
Sarin is about eight square kilometers
under favorable weather. A similar attack
using only I 00 kilograms of anthrax
would cover 300 square kilometers.
As to the fact that we haven' t found
any, give it time. The landscape of Iraq
has a lot of places to hide things. It's only
been little over a month. But let me stress
that what has been found is stockpiles of
conventional munitions, long range missile systems, military grade
biological/chemical protecti.ve suits (why
would Iraq have those?), shoulder fired
surface to air missile systems, etc. If you
think Saddam was about to cooperate
with U.N. weapons inspectors, you've
been sadly misled.
Ms. Smith's ongoing commentary
about the current situation kept stackinll
up the piles of ignorant thoullht. To cla1m
that the United States is bribmg a starving people is ridiculous. First of all, why
are some Iraqis starving? I'm sure
Saddam's regime had something to do
with it. Secondly, thousands of Iraqis are
receiving food and medical aid from the
United States without having to produce
information. Something tells me that the
facts are being misrepresented.
Ms. Smith's claim that, "We take out
their president and leave them with no
power. We obviously didn't think that
plan all the way through" was amusing to
me. She really doesn't have any right to
condemn anyone for not thinking something through, as every argument or comment of hers was clearly not thought all
the way through. There is a lack of
understanding here. What White House
envoy Zalmay Khalizad meant by saying
the United States has "no interest in ruling Iraq" did not mean we're going to
pack everything up and leave the peoples
of Iraq to fend for themselves. What was
meant by that statement was that the
United States didn't conquer Iraq, it liberated it. The United States will not place
one of its own governors in charge of ruling Iraq. Iraq will not become the 51st
state. The mission now is to establish a
temporary government that will maintain
control.and help establish a new Iraqi
government. Once the new Iraqi government is capable of ruling and protecting
itself and its citizens, the United States
will depart, thus not ruling Iraq. If you
want an example of this, Afghanistan is
not too far away. However, it will require
some research on your part, Ms. Smith. I
hope you' re up to it.
And I don't think Colin Powell could
have been clearer about this newly fabricated "Syria situation." I'll just leave it at
that.
The point is: many students and faculty
really don't like to explore more than just
one possibility. Could this war have been

about more than just oil? ' No! Absolutely
not!' many proclaimed. Are you ~ure t!tat
the lethality and easy access of b1olog1cal
agents such as botulinum tox_in, along
with the evidence that an ant1-U .S., terrorist frfendly regime has these !Ox!ns
doesn't have something to do w1th 1t?
'No! It's about oil!' Well, at the very least
the vast majority of the Iraqi people. certainly seem to be happy that the Umted
States decided to get involved.
I could go on for hours about this war,
but I' d rather wrap up with my own
propaganda. To all the anti-war protest·
ers:
Do your homework.
Don 'I let anyone tell you that President
Bush didn't hear your voice. He did. He
also didn't ignore you, but he understood
a greater truth. Yes, Saddam 's regime
posed a considerable threat to American
citizens. Yes, they were an oppressed
people ·in this world. And no, the United
Nations has done nothing to stand up
against bru~l dictators since its inception
some 50 years ago. I'm not denying that
oil wasn't in the deck of cards, but don't
think things could be so simple.
Also, a peace protester's responsibility
is to do th1s country a valuable service.
By exercising your First Amendment
right you demonstrate to the world that
freedoms do exist; you demonstrate the
greatness of our constitution; you create
the "checks and balances" our government needs to consider when war threatens. But do not belittle your own efforts
with poor conduct. By taking to the
streets and confronting police with anarchist philosophies rather than organizing
marches in coordination with city officials make your cause seem ignorant.
Know your arguments. Know what opponents will say to you. Research the truth
of each and every matter and don't be
afraid of gray. Conduct yourself with a
level of professionalism that will not let
those in charge view you as an ignorant
mass. Simply put, if you bum an
American flag, know whose flag you're
burning.
Cpl. Daniel Jobn Harris
C BTRY lndllllnd FA
FilmNideo major

Americans suffer from
political amnesia
The ability of Americans to selectively
forget things goes unmatched worldwide.
When the neo-conservative hawks in
Washington announced their crusade to
attack Iraq, they told us it was about
weapons of mass destruction. When none
turned up, they told us it was about AI
Qaeda. When no ties to AI Qaeda could

be demonstrated, they told us it was
about liberating an oppressed people.
Each time the story changed, the
American public conveniently forgot the
previous day's propaganda.
We forget a lot of things. Do you
remember that invasiol) in Afghanistan?
MSNBC doesn't talk about it anymore,
so it slipped !Tom our collective consciousness. While our troops in Iraq play
around in Saddam 's palaces, our boys
over in Afghanistan still meet resistance.
According to Dr. Mohammed Daud
Miraki, an independent researcher,
American and coalition forces in
Afghanistan have suffered thousands of
casualties. Warlords are in control of
most of the cou:~try and most women still
wear their burkas. Remember caring ·
about that?
Now all the king's men are dropping
hints about who will be our next target,
and as soon as we move in, we'll forget
about the unrest in Iraq. We go about .our
lives focused on the likes of Jessica
Lynch, Laci Peterson and whatever other
human-interest story we're being spoon
fed at the moment. It seems to be the
American way, so maybe I should just
forget about it.

Winston Smitb
Reader

Congress and the
Constitution: part two
This is in response to Bill Leubscher's
letter !Tom the April 28 issue of the
Chronicle (which was in response to my
letter from the April 21 issue).
Two weeks ago, I stated that if
Congress signs away their ability to
declare war to the president, the system
of checks and balances is being upset.
Bill Leubscher responded; calling my
opinion on the matter "ridiculous." ~
funny thing is, instead of debunking my
position by citing the ConstiMion, he
merely brushed me off by Iisting previous
instances in which the Constitution has
been circumvented. Mr. Leubscher's
logic is flawed. Just because politicians
have ignored the supreme law of the land
in the past, that doesn' t give them permission to do it now or in the futUR:.
I would also like to note that to further
his position, Mr. Leubscher-as all conservatives do when someone points out
their mistakes--called attention to past
sins of Democrats. Well, Bill, I'm not a
Democrat, so I don't like it when they
break the rules either.

Jobn Duffy
Senior/Film

The Columbia Chronicle photo poll

C as~ Strlnaham
Senlor/Photoaraphy

•·reahman/Flctlon Wrlllna

"'Six Feet Under.' It IICCms
like I'd fee l the molt cum·
fortablc there 'cause they'"'
all like my family."

"That hOC show ' Kecpln11
Up Appearances.' It would be
• runny Juxtapmc t() have •
rapper diu(lhtcr In the house."

"I 'd pick the trt111e~ from
' l'tUslons' becaUIIcthey'rc

rl~h

1111d strot111 ilnd they run

llan11ony."

"The llu. table They hid a
l'unt ~hcmlstry In tllt."'l'
~
lly"
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fEAtURING:

.

Fashion designer Cat Chow and Lin Hwai-minf Artistic Director of Cloud Gate
Dance Theatre Df Taiwan

Asian
American Festival
Daley Center Plaza
(Clark+ Dearborn)

Breaking,
traditional Asian dances and
everything in between
(plus free food)

12 pmto 1 pm
Featuring Columbia College students
like Elemental and ChaosPrankUnited.

29
9
CAT CHOW
Fashion designer and artist
·Not for Sale·
Lecture and slide presentation

CLOUD GATE
CONVERSATION
Meet Artistic Director Lin Hwai-min of
Cloud Gate, a group that blends traditional
Chinese dance and martial arts with
modern western.
5to7pm
Hokin Hall Auditorium
623 S. Wabash
Cloud Gate will be
perfonning Cursive,
brush works of the
grace and discipline
of calligraphy, at the
Auditorium Theate

LUAU
"Luau" Outta here!!!
Office of Asian American
Cultural Affairs' Farewell and
Graduation Party

Food, games and entertainment.
Learn how to hula dance!
5to8 PM
Room311
623 S. Wabash
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May 5, 2003
Music is everywhere in Chicago. It is such an integral part of our culture that it even follows us as we perform
some of our most mundane tasks. Routinely, we hear tunes being played on elevators, or while waiting to talk to
someone on the telephone. Doorbells often ring a familiar melody to announce the arrival of a guest, while a cell
phone ringer trills 'The Three Stooges" theme song.
This is an informative look at the musicality that surrounds us as we travel from point A to point B.
These are the people you may meet as you listen to the .. .

Beats on the

·~
I
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Streets
Photo Essay by Joe Sauceda
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candidat

2003-2004

AT-LARGE SENATOR
Noudjal Gamougoun
Rhjenna Kujawa
Katherine Getty
Lucas Skorczeski

Marketing
Television
Theatre
Early Childhood

Educ~tion

D£PARTMENTALSENATORS
Benjamin Shipp ·
Jennifer Rinaldo
Rebecca Gordon
Jordan Nelson
Nicole Joseph
Daniel Guzman
Kelsey Minor
Justin Kulovsek
Brandon Lewis

FilmNideo
FilmNideo
FilmNideo
FilmNideo
Marketing
·Arts, Entertainment, Media Management
Journalism
Television
Theatre

GRADUATE SENATOR
Chante Stepney

Inter-Arts

Vote for your senator May 5-9 at 623 S. Wabash from 9-6, 600 S. Michigan from 9-6 or 731 S. Plymouth from 11-8
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Week 3 and 4 HIGHLIGHTS · MAY 12-23, 2003
> Senior Recital

> Senior Recital: Jim Mullen:

6pm
> Music Center, 1014 S. Mlchl&an, ~ncert Hall

Through May 15

Aeron Ackerson: 12:30pm

Through June 2

> Senior Showcase

> Undergraduate Photography Exhibition

and Andre's Mother: Directed by J.P. Mcnou

BFA photography students pres ent their llnal
body of work.

> Classic: Studio Theaters, 72 E.Uth
can 312-3~101 tor times.

Through May 31

>

> Hokln Gallery, 623 S. Wabash, 1st Aoor

Senior Seminar presents award-winnln& Student
Vision Projects from the Alexandroff Exhibit
623 s. wabash, 2nd floor display cases

May13

6-Spm
Showcase of the best student work, and hl&hll&hts
of the outstandln& achievements
Hokln Gallery, 623 s. Wabash, 1st Aoor

>

> Student Award In Oral

600 s. Mlchl&an, St!ldlo A. 15th noor
> Manifest Student Klck-Qff Party

>

?'

Opening Pelformance 7:30pm

Graduatlna seniors present slanltlcant bodies
of work In their chosen desl&n media.

> The
~ Pre\'iew pertom~ance:

> Senior Recital:
uam

> Getz Theater, 72 E.Uth
cal~

>

Mike Pny&odl: 7pm
Music Center, 1014 S. MlchiCIIn, Concert Han

~

Reception for Rne and Performln& Arts honors students.
> Hermann Con8WII)' Center, U04 S. W.balh, 1st Floor

> A + 0 11111 St. Gallery, 72 E. Uth

May 23

Showcase 5:»9:30pm
Graduatlna seniors In the American SJ&n Lan&uaaeEn&Jish Interpretation department showcase their
skills throu&h portfolios on· videotape.

> Hair Trigger Release Party & 25th
Birthday Celebration: 7-1o-.30pm
Student authors read from the 25th annMirsary edition
of Hair Trlfller, the fiction Wrftln& department's -rd
winnlna antholoCY of studen' work.

Throulllt May 24

> Senior Directing Project: ltellan-Amerlf:an
Reconciliation:

Tlvoulllt June 2
> MFA Photography Exhibition
Graduatin& students In the MFA proaram
In phot01faphy present their thesis works

> GlaM CUrtain Gallery, U04 S. W.bash, First Floor
> Openln& Recaption May 22, 6pm • 8pm

> Uberal Arts and Sciences Honors
Reception

12-2pm

Faculty-nominated students receive awards In three
cate,orles: leadership , sePAce, and scholarship.

> Holdn Gallery, 623 S. Wabnh, 1st Floor

> Senior Recital Benjamin Coopor: 7pm
> Music Canter, 101.4 S. Mlchl&an. Concert Hill
> WCCO Release Party for Asphalt

Publication &-epm
weco. a wrttlng arts oraanlzatlon, hosts a

>

catered
releaM party for their new publication, Asphalt.
Holcln Qallery, 623 south Wlbnh, 1st Floor

Directed by Laura warren

> Senior Showcase

>

Hokln Gallery, 623 5. Wabash, 1st Floor

Music Canter, 1014 S. MlchiCan. Concert Hall

Tlvoulllt May 24

7pm

The Theater department presents annual performances
by arac;luatin& students In Actin& and Musical Theater.

> New Studio Theetre, 72 E.11th

> Weapons of Mass Construction:

e

Pelformances 1: Doors 6:30pm
Pelfom>ances 7:30 pm

e

> The Raw Space, 1104 5. 'WIIbull. 8th floor

> re:actlon: 6-9pm

May 20
> 3rd Annual Written Image Awards:

>

> Senior Recital: Mayu Uchloakl: 12:30pm

> Claulc Studio Thellt,., 72 E. Uth
> Call 312-3«-6101 fer times.

7·10pm

The Film department presents an awards ceremony
showt:aslnll the screenwrltln& talent of students
and alumni.

Interactive Multimedia presents an exhlbltlon
showcaslnl emeralnl talents who have Cfellted
Interactive portfolios. collebonltlve ProJects. and
conceptual deslcn.
> 624 S. MlchiCan, 8th floor

> HermaM 0. Conlway Canter, U04 S. W8balh, 111 Floor

Our Sponsoro:

•
ASL.EncJish lnterpr-lon Will be prC>YkJed for some
IMints. call 312-344-7837 for more lnl otmlttlon:

...

Graduatln& seniors exhibit s l&nitlcant bodies
of work In their chosen nne art media.

> 623 s. W.balh, Room 213

May 1.4

U04 s. ~8th Floor

> 2003 Senior: Rna Arts Exlllllltlof!...

> ASL-Engllsh Interpreters' Portfolio
> Fine and Performing Arts

Raw~.

Tlvoulllt June 7

May19

312.344.6126

Honors Reception

•,•

Tlvouell June 1

May 1.6

Music Department presents an evenin& of love ~
throiCh the ages, from classic to contemporary.

For I'8SefY8tlons

MANIFEST '03: All-08)' Urban Arta fe!rtlval

> A + D Design Exhibition

Tlvoulllt May 18
> Slnt Me a Low

~

7

Check out our website at
www.maytestmanifest.colum.edu
for details on this dayl

> Getz Theater, 72 E.Uth

> Music Center, 1014 S. Mlchl&an, Concert Hall
> C8U312~

>

Hokln Annex, 623 5 . W.bash, 1st Floor

May 22

Hokln Hall, 623 S. W.bash, 1st Floor

&-9pm

The Jazz Combo of Columbia College
presents its annual concert.

7pm-Upm

The end of the year event for student
oraanlzatlon members.

> Slnt Me a Low Sont
> Jazz Combo Festival

Reception 6pm: ScrMflinC &.30pm

The Television department's annual jurled scree.nlne
of Innovative new video•work from &raduallng seniors,
featurln& the newest and-best documentary, comedy,
video art and music video.

~lstory 5-8pm

The Distinguished Lecture In Oral History presents
Its flrst annual student and special recoanltlon to
former Dean Lya Dym Rosenblum.

>

Music canter, 1014 S. Mlchl&an, Concert Hall

>

> Journalism Department Showcase

> Creativity with a Conscience: open exhibit

Colin Bradford: 12:30pm

>

> Senior Directing Project: Anything foi You
Graduating seniors In the Directing Program of the
Theater Department mount directing projects.

> Senior Recital:

Sarah Kate Jilek: 7:30pm

~~~;· SHUIUI' ~ ~!"

'

MIMI

•

"'~ I!J · - - - ·

Prootnttd by SludOnt A"olrt ond C • Spoctt, lht ..llt~tt lnd tludtnt ctnlttt of Columblt Colitet· fllnclld bit tllldtM ~ ML
Addlllonttl aupport i>'O'Idfd by lht SiudOnl Procrommlf'C Botrd ond lht 0111ot ollht Pfot.-t of ~ Collete ~
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Ric_h hues ·of history in 'Violet Hour' Buddha creates
'

By Kristen Menke
Copy Editor
At times biting and bittersweet, Richard Greenberg's
"The Violet Hour" is a
poignant look at life and
love. Presented by the
Steppenwo lf
Theatre
Company, 'the play creates a
fantastical view of history
that is fluid , imperfect and
very human.
Set just one year after the
end of World War I, the play
centers on the story of John
Pace Seavering, played by
Josh Hamilton (The House

of Yes , With Honors)-a
young man from a rich family who decides to become a
p ubli sher using the " pittance" he gets from hi s
father. Unfortunately for
John, he has two manuscripts and on ly eno ugh
money to publis h o ne of
them . So, he has a choice:
Publish his lover's book or
that of his best friend. To
complicate , John 's decision
even further, a "mysterious
machine"
appears
and
begins spewing out pages
from books written in the
future about the lives of the
play's five characters.
The carefully arranged set,
complete with photos and
period-appropriate postage
stamps on letters, brings the
world of 1919 to life. T he
costumes, designed by Mara
Blumenfeld, add a subtle,

a whole new
music religion

but undeniabl e level of
racial, economic and even
intellectual
distinction
between the characters. In
keeping with the name of the
play, the two women are
dressed in various hues of
purple- providing
visual
clues to the true significance
of the violet hour- the
uncertain destiny of two
women.
Hamilton makes the character of John boyish, indecis ive and endearing. And veteran theater actress Ora
Jones delivers a masterful
performance
as
Jessie
Brewster~reating an intelligent and motherly woman
with secrets of her own. The
two powerhouse performers
have a volatile chemistry
that electrifies the stage.
And in his first appearance
in a Steppenwolf production,
Kevin Stark puts in solid
supporting performance as
s trugg ling, wannabe novelist
Dennis McCleary.
Tim Hopper (Vanilla Slcy,
HBO's "Oz" ) s teal s the
s how as Gidger, the highstrung, panicky put-upon
assistant to John. Working
with 21st century lingo s uch
as, "I am the flunky of a man
w ith a messy office,"
" You've got to .g ive him his

By stephanie Sarto
Assistant A&E Editor
Before he could walk, he was banging
away on pots and pans in the kitchen. Since
he ~as a little tot growing up in Bombay,
lnd1a, Nee! Majumdar, better known as Bam
Bam Buddha, has been drumming away.
Bam Bam is now one "of the most sought·
after percussionists o'n the Chicago night·
club ciretrit.
" People have asked me to come join their
bands and record for them, but [just haven't
had time. I'm enjoying the nightclub thing
right now," he said. "But eventually l want
to widen my horizons."
'
Although his career as a club percussionist started back in July 200 I , his popularity
and ~ent.outweigh the longevity of this
part·tlme g1g. Eventually, Bam would like to
pwsue a more serious approach to music
and get back to his roots with classical and

a

juz outlets.

For the last 19 y~. Bam Bam has been
entertaining family, friends and, now, many
of Chicago's clubbers. His unique blend of
electrottic music and percussion makes for
an interesting experience. Expect nothing
but raw energy and talent to exude from
evety pore in his body and reach out to the

audience.
·
"1 accompany the music. I just add a new
little element to it, add a little flavor to it. I
don't try to overpower the DJ, I don't try to

props," and " We are never
eating red meat again,"
Hopper balances the tense
dramatic moments with h is

.

'

See V'IOiet, Page 30

(Left to right) Josh Hamilton, Kevin Stark and Kate Arrington star
in Richard Greenberg's 'The Violet Hour' at the Steppenwolf
Theatre. ·

'Sometimes' is better than never for Byler
By Michael Hlrtzer ,
A&E Editor
(Part one oftwo) Part one explores the
business and technological end ofthe film
'Charlolle Sometimes, focusing on a recent
interview with the film s director Eric Byler.
Part two will center more on the film s cultural significance and nuances, including
an interview with Byler and actor
Jacqueline Kim.
She could be seen from the street, through
the window-Jacqueline Kim, star of the
Asian-American art film Charlotte
Sometimes---,o;itting in a small cafe in the
Clar!dge Hotel, 1244 N. Dearborn Parkway.
K1m looked just like she d id in the
!lJOVies, vibrant and enigmatic, demandmg attention, gazing with her jet-black
eyes, gesturing in sweeping circular
motions and periodically pulling back her
long black hair.
.This incident was purely coincidental.
K1m could have been sitting anywhere in
the hotel. However, it couldn't have been
better planned
Director Eric Byler, who was sitting
across the table with his back to the window, intended for Charlolle Sometimes to
exist in the real world, not in an escapist
fantasyland. That is why he chose to shoot
a majority of the fi lm with an open frame.
(An open frame lets scenes play out
within larger scenes. For example, Byler
shot one of the fi lm's pivotal moments
from across a busy Los Angeles street with
a telephoto lens.)
"I'm very pleased when people leave
Charlolle Sometimes not talking about me
as a director, but talking about the characters that they saw and not talking about (the
actors') performances either, but about the
people and the choices they made," he said.
Charlotte Sometimes, which opened over
the weekend at the Water Tower Theatre,
157 E. Chestnut St., is a psychological
"anti-love" story about a group of four
young and confused Asian-Americans.

Photo Courtesy of Vosionbox Pictures

Eric BY.Ier directed the current indepen·
dent h1t 'Charlotte Sometimes.'
Byler said he was inspired by the way
director Robert Altman used the openframing techttique, especially in his film,
McCabe & Mrs. Miller, the 1971 Western
starring Warren Beatty and Julie Christie.
The film, By ler said, took the opening
framing a step further.
"It's saying that, not only is there a world
outside this frame, but there's a world outside the scope of this movie--there's a
world that existed before this movie
began," he said. "These characters, as (SunTimes' movie critic Roger) Ebert wrote in
his review ?f McCabe & Mrs. Miller, don't
need to be mtroduced because they already
existed."
In fact, it was this same type of observation by Ebert that helped propel Charlolle
Sometimes from an art house sleeper to,
well, an art house award-winner. (Ebert
championed the film after he saw it at the
Hawaii Film Festival.)

Byler said Ebert's stamp of approval
"transformed the way the industry saw the
movie." The review was published on Nov.
II. A screening on Nov. 20 was filled with
distributors, Byler said.
"The most generous part of the gesture
from Roger Ebert was when he came to see
the film," Kim said.
The hardest thing about being a filmmaker, Kim added, "is getting (the critics)
to come. I had been trying to get other critics to see the film before Mr. Ebert. We
were putting the film in their hands and
they still weren't watching it."
Shortly thereafter, the film was nominated for Best Feature and Kim was nominated as Best Supporting Female at the
Independent Spirit Awards. Ebert also
screened the film as part of his Overlooked
Film Festival, which concluded last week
in Champaign, Ill.
Byler also participated in a seminar at
Columbia on April 24. Organized by IFP
Chicago, the seminar aimed to help film
students become versed in Byler 's filmmaking process.
Byler first borrowed $20,000 from a few
credit cards and from relatives. He then shot
the film on video and paid an editor to edit
the film on Final Cut Pro while teaching
Byler how to use the computer program in
the process. After that, he shopped it around
and was able to earn the rest of the money
necessary to finish the film on 35 mm.
"When you're writing your first film,"
Byler said, "my advice would be to write a
personal film. It's sort of a writing cliche to
write what you know, but it's even more
important when you're making a low budget film."
At the seminar, Byler said it's difficult to
pay homage to big-budget directors like
Quentin Tarantino when producing your
first feature; the film will at best look like a
cheaper version of the real thing, he added.
He said he didn 't want to prescribe a

See Byler, Page 30

outdo the DJ. I just play the along with the
music and make the energy and get the
crowd into it," he explained.
Bam Bam grew up arpreciating all types
of music, from classica Indian music to the
lieats of house, progressive, eW'O and jazz.
He began playmg Tabla (Indian drums),
when he was 3 years old. Bam's mother is a
professional singer and teacher in the classical Indian genre.
" Music is in my blood because I've been
around it my whole life," Bam Bam said.
With the support of his family and friends,
he followed his desire to play in high school
and went on to obtain several awards and
honors with All-State, three years in a row.
He continued to learn more about m usic and
received his minor in mtlsic from Northern
Illinois University.
After studying the art o f ''banging out
so.me beats" he began to look at other outlets
for his talent, Bam Bam has played at
numerous nightclubs in Chicago and
Milwaukee, including his favorites Vision,
White Star, Red Dog and Accent Cafe
where his career took off.
'
When Bam Bam began playing at Accent
Cafe, he said be couldn' t just go onstage
with a name like Nee! Majumdar. So his
friends decided to give him a creative stage
name-something that would catch the
audience's. attention.
' " My close friend and the manager of
Accent Cafe came up w ith the name Bam
Bam _Buddha- Buddha I guess, because I'm
the SJze of Buddha," he laughed. " It was
either Bangin' Buddha or Bam Bam
Buddha, and Bam Bam Buddha just stuck."
What Bam Bam does for his gig is not
typical entertainment for nightclubs and
lounges in the Midwest. There are only a
few percussionists in the Chicago area that
try to imitate this act. Many try, but few can
live up to the status that be's reached.
"It's an up-and-coming idea, people think
it's cool. It' s been around, but I think now
it's getting to be a little more popular," B am
Bam said.
The whole concept is innovative and Bam
Bam Buddha is getting nothing but positive
feed back from his fe llow c lubheads.
"To be honest when people come up and
tell me I did a great job, it really means a lot
to m~ because then I know they enjoyed it,"
he swd. " I know I'm doing my job right and
I take it very seriously."

For more information on Bam Bam Buddha.
visit his_ website. which chronicles his past and
upcommg events: www.bambambuddha.cont
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War before brea-kfast, says photojournalist
By Brian Morowcgnskl
Photo Editor
CHAMPAIGN,
111.-James
Nachtwey doesn't want you to
enjoy your breakfast. He knows
too well that somewhere else there
is hell on Earth, and that hell may
come in the form of mob beatings,
throat slashing or mass starvation.
It may be as enormous and geographically widespread a problem
like a civil war, or as compact and
individual as a man in Indonesia
with one arm and one leg.
And although
Nachtwey
appears mentally contained and
socially restrictive, his photography screams of desperation. The
deep scars of a young man's
thrashed face resonate as powerfully as the weeping mother burying her son.
Appearing as part of the
University of Illinois' series
"Exploring !Iuman Experience,"
Nachtwey gave a brief introduction and then screened the film
War Photographer at the Krannert
Center for the Performing Arts on
April 29.
Nachtwey is one of the world's
premier combat photographers.
He
won
the
Magazine
Photographer of the Year Award
seven times, the World Press
Photo Award twice, and the
of
International
Center
Photography Award three times,
among various others.
But, during his introduction,
Nachtwey remained reserved and
unassuming, never speaking
unless spoken to, and rarely
answered a query with more
words than necessary.
He talked of his 19-year tenure
as a contract photographer for
Time and his membership in the
recently formed VII photo agency,
noting little more than that he
would appear after the 90-minute
film to answer questions from the
viewers.
His photos, on the other hand,
tell stories of agony with far more
detail.
Directed by Swiss filmmaker
Christian Frei, War Photographer

Brian MorowczynsiWChr

James Nachtwey.glves an Introduction to the film 'War Photographer,' which documents Nachtwey's photojournalism work in HVeral war-tom
·
countries, at the Krannert Center for Performing Arts near the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign on April 29.
employs several unlikely tech- tographed. Another extends from But Nachtwey knows !hilt despite We're required to do what we can
niques to document a documentar- the bottom of the camera to the his almost nonexistent personal about it. If we don't, who will? At
ian at work, following Nachtwey end of the lens on a small rod, life with little family and few con- the end of the day, I believe that
over several years as he pho- viewing back toward the camera sistent friends, his work matters, it people do want to know if there's
tographed famines in Somalia, body and at times, Nachtwey's changes things, slowly. He has some major tragedy going on,
deadly strife in Palestine and a eyes.
kept optimism in the multiple when there is some unacceptable
It is from these views that it faces of death.
·
man with one arm and one leg in
situation happening in this world
Indonesia, among countless other becomes apparent just how close
Late in the film, Nachtwey, a and they want something done
war-tom regions.
in proximity to his subjects photojournalist since 1976-the about it. That's what I believe."
With the help of two small and Nacbtwey works. Like a soldier q_uiet soldier with no w~n, only
In an unavoidable mess, of
unobtrusive video cameras, Frei is clinging to his sword, N'achtWey a camera-sPeaks of his thoug'hts "infotainment" and soft journalable to reposition the viewer from keeps sacred a quote from leg- on why he does what he does, ism where newspapers edit their
being an awkward outsider fol- endary war photographer Robert claiming: "I think people are con- images by how their readers will
lowing in Nachtwey's footsteps, Cappa: "If your photos aren't cerned. I think quite often, pub- react to them at the breakfast table
an observer in the photographer's good enough, you aren't close lishers don't give their audience the next morning, Nachtw~y
field of vision.
enough."
stands independently with his
enough credit for that"
One camera is mounted just
The fil m ends with his plea for weapon in hand, claiming the
He has been to more countries
above the lens of Nachtwey's than most people will ever sec in a why the images matter, why they biggest understatement .J>f the
Canon camera loolcing onto the lifetime, many of them places that cannot be ignored. "We must look evening, "I don'!~w.>t people to
scenes that are being pho- few would even consider visiting. at it. We're required to look at it. be able to eat !herr cornflakes."

•

•

Musical Review

~rt 's.hapes' r~lat10nsh1ps 'lion King'

m Ne11 LaBute s latest
By Stephanie 5arto
Assistant A&E Editor
Director Neil LaBute's The
Shape of ThingJ is a story of a
young man who would become
anything for the woman he
loves.
When the developing re lationship between Adam (Pau l
Rudd) and Evelyn (Rachel
Weisz) starts to consume
Adam"s time-and slowly but
surely Adam begins to
change- his close friends
Jenny (Gretchen Mol) and
Philip ( Frederick Waller).
F.velyn
become
alarmed.
becomes a sexually and emotionally dominating force in his
life. She intimidates his close
friends and they don ' t know
whethe r to welcome her with
open arms or tell Adam that she
isn' t good for him.
Hefore meeting lovelyn,
Adam was a stereotypical dork ,
right down to the thick, black
gla~se s with the white • urgica l
tape wrapped around the
frames I le was also famous for
' porting the ~ruffy, unshaven
face. a puffy, unkempt hair!tyle
and a few ntra pound\, not to
mention a tacky wardrobe:.
Then out of nowhere, Adam
\ tart• running and •hed• tfwqe

25 lbs., gets a haircut, a new
wardrobe, ditches the glasses
for contacts and even goes in
for some "cosmetic surgery."
Not only has his physical
appearance changed dramati·
cally, but his whole attitude as
well.
The overall theme of the film
deals with the concept of art
and what it means to the individual. in one scene, Adam and
Evelyn have their first fight over
a play and their ideas of what
constitutes art cl<Uh. The scene
sets the tone of the whole movie.
''I'm a very hig believer that
central conceit in the art side of
film is subjectivity it's what it's
all about," LaBute said in an
interview IMt month at the Four
'icasons llotel.
Originally written fur the
stage, The Shape of ThlnJ(J , ran
for about a year in Englund. after
which rehearsals for the film
beJl'ln. And in the performances
a• well M the rehenr,ul,, the
Cilllt really became comfortable
with the script and each other.
Hoth LaBute and J<udd feared
that the level t1f corn fort would
take away frorn a more organic
approBCh to the nlmlng of the
movie.
" It wa• 11oing to be different,
Nell al•o cut some lines In

every scene. One, to make it a
Iittle shorter but also it kept us
on our toes," Rudd said. "By
that point, we could say every
character's lines in our sleep.
We couldn 't really just go on
autopilot because that line had
been cut."
LaBute explained, "What's
different between [stage and
filmsj? There's a much clearer
delineation of process and
product they're constantly
mtertwined. Your first day has
got .~o be M good as the last
day.
Tire Shape of Things is a
great movie that will definitely
make you look at your own
relationships and even your
friends' relationships. The fi lm
addresses the way in which
couples try and change the little
thin11s about each other nnd
how the little thin11s con turn
Into bl11 things. like 4uestions
of mornlity und personality.
"To me this [movie! is ubout
a lot of stutT. It should be entcrtuining ns well us hove some
thou11htful ldei\S nbout relation·
ships ond about art ond the
objectification of beauty,"
LaBute said. "This Is 11 very
Interesting journey to watch."

'Thw Sha(Jil of nllllg3 ' O}JIIIU
In movie lhcWII!r.r un May 9.

roars with beauty
By K. Ryann Zalewski
A&E Editor
How does Disney tum one of
their biggest animated films about
singing animals in Africa into a
Broadway musical, without turning
into a nco-"Cats" with adults running around in silly costumes? By
hiring a director known for her revolutionary style.
Julie Taymor (director of the
films 7itus and Frida) not only
directed the Broadway version of
"The Lion Kin\!," but also served
as costume des1gner and co-mask
& puppet designer with Michael
Curry. By incorporating elaborate
musks nnd puppetry. Tnymor was
able to keep the actors in "Lion
King" from looking like those
actors in the aforementioned
Andrew Lloyd Webber musical.
The choreography by Garth
Fngon goes beyond the typical
donee moves seen in stngc musicals. incorporating ethnic Africnn
donee with tlnvors of bnllct and
hip-hop. the ncturs dance like one
would lmnt~lne nn nnlmnl would
when no one wa; looklnt~.
The nctors did an hnp....,sslve
job playing the furry. four-legcd
frlcndt . The most Impressive
were Thandulle A. Sonl as
R1tlkl. the vlllaae doctor bllboon,

and Derek Hasenstab as Zazu,
King Mufasa 's feathered assistant.
As Rafiki, Soni let loose gaining
the majority of the laughs as the
kooky baboon by wearing a board
painted with the typical red behind.
Hasenstab plays Zazu, like a ven'
triloquist with a puppet, so subtly
that the man blends into the background and the audience focuses
on the puppet.
The play has several elements
that can appeal to a younger and an
older audience alike, including several quick jokes the kids might not
understand. "The Lion King" is an
animal version of Shakespeare's
"Hamlet.'' with n young lion prince
who must nvenge his father, who
was murdered by his uncle. The
adaptation trom film to stage is a
smooth one. blending the most
important clements of the movie
version with a few new scenes.
Lik~wisc. the sets are able to
bring the plains and jungles of
Afrlcn of the film onttl the staae.
keeping an nnimatcd feel without
lumina too cutesy. eveml Kttli"S
are inclutkd In the ets. liS prairie
IITIW or Jungl~ r.lants. 1\'~tln&
nature liS 11 vital llvl"!! c01nponent
of the ''Cirele ot lfe.'
'Ttlt Lltm King ' p/11,)\Y 11t
Cudlllac Pul1n 'TIIfolrt. 1$1 W.
Rcwlr)(plt Sl . tllmteglt Nt.w. U
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Mraz's-rocking debut soars
By Kristen Menke
Copy Editor
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Southern musician
makes his 'soul' debut

are impossible to resist: "Believe it or not
I super-sized my sights on the surprise in
the cereal box/My stomach's smaller than
With the chart-climbing song "The my eyes." And who can forget the radio-Remedy (I Won't Worry)" and his sharp- friendly, "The Remedy"? Mraz fashions By Michael Hlrtzer
tongued style, Jason Mraz is cutting his infectious lyrics and a frenzied beat to cre- A&E Editor
- own slice of the pop-icon pie. Merging ate a tongue-twisting, unforgettable cut
Marc Broussard is a product
reggae, ·bluesrass, pop, funk . and fo lk and his first single to get major airplay.
influences on his debut album Waiting for
Hardcore fans from Mraz's California of his upbringing. He grew up in
My Rocket to Come, Mraz has a musical coffee shop days may not appreciate the smalltown Carencro, La. and
style that is hard to define.
tweaking of his acoustic melodies, but the first took the stage at age 5,
Rocket, released on Elektra Records and jazzed up drums, synthesizers and electric singing the R&B staple
produced by John Alagia (of Dave guitars complement Mraz's dynamic "Johnnie B. Goode" alongside
Matthews Band fame) opens strong with sound. Overall, Rocket provides a respite his father Ted Broussard's band
the pop-radio anthem, "You and I Both." from the saccharin-pop world and the the Boogie Kings.
On this track, the 20-something Virginia over-digitized industry artists controlling
Now, the 21-year-old is
native introduces the idiosyncratic sound the airwaves. Featuring a banjo, ukulele, admittedly at the right place at
evident on the rest of the energetic and trumpet, trombone and his own acoustic the right time, capitalizing on
current affinity
for
guitar playing, Mraz has created a mon- the
eclectic album.
On "I'll Do Anything," a reggae-fla- tage of musical styles that serves his lyrics singer/songwriters as a Southern
soul-tinged musician.
vored pop song, Mraz is at his nonsensical well.
In a telephone interview last
best, both lyrically and musically. In a
Mraz proves a playful, irreverent, but
style reminiscent of Jack Johnson (The masterful musician and songwriter on the week, Broussard said the recent
Inaudible Melodies), Mraz struts his stuff versatile Waiting for My Rocket to success of artists, like the
as rhymester of a breakneck beat: "Or we Come-proving that the most suitable Grammy-winning John Mayer,
can keep chilling like ice cream tilling/We moniker for Mraz is one of his own- is not a fad-it's the result of the
Photo courtesy of Ripley Records
publi c supporting "real and
can be cool in the gang if you'd rather curbside prophet.
Marc Broussard, a new singer/songwriter, is currently
Jason Mraz will be performing with legitimate music."
hang/Ain't no thing!! can be lugubrious
"It's not necessarily a rise in touring to promote his new EP 'Momentary Setback.'
Chantal Kreviazuk and Michelle Penn at
with you."
The only lull on the album is the heavy the House of Blues, 329 N Dearborn St., the popularity of singer/songwriters,"
Broussard said. "But a pull from every avenue of what I would consider soul
ballad, "The Boy's Gone." Here, Mraz on May 12 at 7 p.m.
rise in the popularity of real music and put it into something I can call my own."
veers away from his signature style
He said his most recent influence is fellow
music. I think the cats that are
and doesn't quite hit his mark. And
successful at it, such as John singer/songwriter Martin Sexton. Broussard said the
while ballads clearly aren't his
Mayer and Jason Mraz. I think highlight of his career was when he performed and
strong suit, Mraz redeems himself
they have something special to then wrote a song with Sexton. His other influences
with gifted lyrics on "Who Needs
offer
the world as far as their include George Benson, Otis Redding and Bryan
Shelter" and the not-so-balladlike
McKnight.
music goes.
"Tonight, Not Again."
During the interview, Broussard was driving to
"Those cats have definitely
On "Tonight, Not Again" Mraz's
opened doors for me. It just goes a concert in Bossier City, La. to perform on a bill
spiritual, yet tongue-twisting style
to show what people are really celebrating Willie Nelson's 70th birthday.
is in tine form. A self-professed
Broussard said: "I lo ve south Louisiana. I love
looking for nowadays .in their
devotee of djembe percussionist
it just because of the culture and the things that I
music," he added.
Toea Rivera, Mraz makes use of
Broussard is currently touring was exposed to at such an early age. It's very
the percussionist's skills on
in support of his independently integrated. We had this big festival this past
"Tonight." His decision to feature
EP,
Momentary weekend. I_played and there was about 6,000
released
Rivera on the song pays off. The
Setback. (The record sounds people in the crowd, and there was no distinct
track has a quality unparalleled on
both promising and amateurish; race or class or creed-it was a melting pot."
the rest of the album.
" ! can't go anywhere else in the country and
the songs highlight his guitar
Other highlights -on the album
skills
and strong raspy voice, see that kind of thing happen," he added.
"No
include the hom-infused,
Marc Broussard will play two shows on May 7
but their style varies only slightStopping Us" and the frenzied "On
Photo courtesy of Elektra Records
Love, · In Sadness." "Too Much Jason Mraz launched onto the scene with his debut ly and they run together more and 8 at Schubas Tavern, 3159 N Southport Ave.,
alongside Matt Nathanson as part of The Onion
often than not.)
FdO<I" is qiiintessential Mraz mate- album 'Waiting for My Rocket to 'come.'
Broussard said he tries "to AV Club :S Justify Your Existence series.
rial and his limber-tongued lyrics

Third Generation • Same Family Ownership
312-427-5580 • 24 Hour Fax: 312-427-1898
www.central-camera.com • email: sales@central-camera.com
We're Close, We're Convenient, We' re here to Help You! We Open @ 8:30 AM, 6 Days a Week

Central Camera
Has Digital!
For 104 Years, Central Camera Has Been The One Stop
Source For All Your " T raditiona l" Photographic Needs . .
• • • Now We Are \'our One Stop Source For All Your Digital Photographic Needs
We Stock:
• Digital C a m eras
• For The Digital Darkroom
-Printers
• Storage Media
- CompactFiash
• Epson Inkjet
- M emoryStick
• Kodak & Olympus Dye Sublimation
- MultiMedia & SecureDigital
- Inks tor Epson Printers
- Inkjet Paper
- SmartMedia
• Bergger • Epson • IIford
-XD
• Konica • Legion
• Card Readers
• More
• Lumij et • Tetenal
We Participate In Student I Faculty Photographic Equipment Purchase Plans From: Bogen, Bronica,
Contax, Hasselblad, leica, Mamiya, Pentax Professional and Tamron
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SPECIAL ADVANCE SCREENING!

A NEW FILM WRinEN AND DIRECTED BY NEIL LABUTE

THE SHAPE OF THINGS
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THE SHAPE OF THINGS OPENS IN CHICAGO ON MAY 9!
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Weekly Horoscope May 5-11

Capricorns weigh loyalty vs. attraction
By Lasha Seniuk
Tribune News Service

long-term relationships. Before Thursday, expect friends
and co-workers to express deeply divided interests. Friday
through Sunday, rest and gain perspective. In the coming
weeks, key friendships will continue to be emotionally
unpredictable. Remain diplomatic and wait for improvement.

ry' Aries (Marcb 21-April 20)
Detailed family arrangements or home discussions may
require special diplomacy this week. Watch for loved ones
and romantic partners to present complicated plans or family solutions. Fresh ideas are positive, but perhaps also draining. Expect excited descriptions and scattered social opinions. Later this week, new business methods or proposed
financial schemes are also unpredictable. Carefully study
small contracts and daily payments for accuracy

11}
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Monday through Thursday, close friends and lovers are
easily influenced by nostalgic sentiments, past loyalties or
family obligations. Emotional conflict is a natural reaction
to healthy change, so not to worry. Do, however, expect
loved ones to be briefly challenged by creativity or unusual social requests. Remain optimistic. All is well. Later this
week, monetary restrictions will be lifted. If possible, opt
for new investments or limited spending. Valuable options
will soon be presented.

~ Taurus (Aprii21-May 20)
Late business or financial changes may trigger workplace
disagreements. Pay close attention to money disputes or
poorly defined instructions. Over the next five days, colleagues may express minor jealousies, competing ideas or
past resentments. Avoid detailed discussions. No immediate
resolution will be available. After Thursday, social promises
are proven unreliable. Expect friends and lovers to temporarily postpone planned even,ts. Stay calm.

li Gemini (May 21~une 21)
Romantic obligations and short-term plans are not easily
debated this week. Over the next five days, expect loved
ones to provide confusing social or ramily information.
Remain determined and push for definite answers. Your
emotional ·guidance will soon be proven accurate. Early
Saturday, watch also for a rare glimpse into the ideals or
social expectations of a relative or family friend. Someone
close may reveal private information or rare complications
in the home.
e:P Cancer (June 22~uly 22)
Old social promises or planned engagements may require
extra discussion. At present, friends and loved ones may be
distracted by unusual group events or exciting new plans.
Refuse to allow late social changes to disrupt your mood.
Before next week, sudden cancellations and revised schedules will demand consistent diplomacy. After midweek,
" romantic attractions are also accented. React honestly to all
overtures or flirtations and expe<:t minor moments of drama.

¢2 Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Early this week, close friends or co-workers extend private invitations or announce new group plans. Competing
business or romantic partnerships may briefly complicate

Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 23)
Family messages and revised information from loved
ones may trigger sudden social changes. Expect romantic
obligations to include family gatherings, rare proposals or
planned group events. Some Libras, especially those born
in September, will also experience a new excitement concerning upcoming celebrations or travel plans. Let home
disputes and past criticism fade. Loved ones are strongly
motivated to move forward.
·
£!o

m.

Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21)
Workplace negotiations or subtle financial changes may
cause irritation. Before midweek, expect co-workers and
key officials to avoid direct questions or provide misinformation. Wait for a more appropriate time to request change.
At present, others may be insecure concerning their business role or public reputation. Wednesday through Sunday,
romantic and social relationships offer a welcome distraction. Spend quality time with lovers or trusted friends.

X'
Sagittarius (Nov. 22- Dec. 21)
Changing business interests and revised career paths
may provide fresh financial options. Tuesday through
Friday, watch for new technologies, marketing strategies or management positions to require careful decisions. For many Sagittarians, the steady improvement
of workplace roles and job titles are a top priority. After
Friday, watch for an unexpected flirtation or romantic
proposal. Yesterday's friends or lovers may return. Stay
focused.

"P Capricorn (Dec. 22--Jan. 20)
Over the next four days, parent/child relations and
long-term home decisions work to your advantage.
Expect relatives and loved ones to seek your attention
or approval. Before next week, some Capricorns will
also encounter an unusual romantic dilemma. Past
loyalties versus private attractions may trigger a fast
decision or an unexpected social lriangle. Find a creative balance between newfound love and yesterday's
regrets. Clear priorities are vital.
:::::: Aquarius (Jan. 21-Feb. 19)
Late Tuesday, friends or relatives may express conflicting opinions concerning home obligations, daily
plans or group ambitions. Over the next five days,
emotional independence and self-i nterest are extremely important to social confidence. Firmly defend your
decisions and all will be well. After Friday, several
weeks of romantic miscommunications will end.
Schedule extra private time with lovers or potential
friends. Changing commitments need to be acknowledged and resolved.
)( Pisces (Feb. 20-March 20)
Before midweek, loved ones reveal their underlying
concerns or hesitations. Romantic conOict and family
decisions require carefu l consideration . New proposals may be Jess demanding than anticipated. Remain
open. After Tuesday, past misunderstandings are
quickly resolved. Pisces born between 1965 and 1973
may also experience an intense increase in nostalgic
memories and physical passion. If so, expect vital
romantic choices to soon take precedence.
•
1f your birthday is this week ...
Expect your group influence to be challenged over
the next 10 weeks. Planetary alignments suggest that
a previously silent friend or colleague will no longer
withhold his or her opinions. Areas affected are
long-term bus iness projects, relations with authority
figures or recent emotional priorit ies. Refuse to be
derailed by negative ideals. This is not the right time
to question your own wisdom or expertise. After
mid-August, romantic overtures will intensify. Over
the next seven months, loved ones and potential
romantic partners will actively seek your attention or
approval. Stay focused on short-term goals and
obligations.
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Bring in this coupon and receive a FREE pack of pills
or a Nuvaring • with a birth control consultation visit.

Up to $21 in savingsll
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Loop Health Center
18 S. Michigan Avenue, 6th Floor
(312) 592-6700
Call fi"t for an appointment
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'Hex' a mysterious misstep
By Amber Drea
Contributing Writer
Maggie Estep's third novel,
Hex: A Ruby Murphy Mystery, is
like a quickie with a stranger in a
bathrrom stall: hot, fun, spontaneous and a fond memory that may
become useful on a lonely night.
The book is full of characters
that fantasize about each other
and short wham-bam-thank-yourna 'am-type snippets of erotica.
The plot revolves around Ruby
Murphy, a 33-ycar-old cat-loving, nicotine-addicted, alcoholicturned-yogi vegan.
Ruby meets a blonde yuppie
on a train who convinces her to
follow her boyfriend and find out
if he is cheating on her. Ruby has
no interest in becoming a private
investigator, but she figures it ' ll
provide some excitement to her
otherwise directionless life. She
also happens to go ga-ga for
horses, which comes in handy
when the woma11 arranges a job
for her as a horse walker at the
racetrack, (where the boyfriend
works) in order to improve her
behind-the-scenes-access
for
spying.
Though billed as a mystery,
Hex is not much of a departure
from Estep's other books. Yes,
there is a bit of suspense, but no
more than your average story
involving an abundanc·e of vastly
contrasting characters. The narrative told mainly through Ruby,
alternates with the voices of her
young classical piano teacher,
her cancer-addled ex-boyfriend,
and two fellow racetrack
employees, one of whom is a
member of the Federation of

Black Cowboys.
Despite the entertaining aspect
of this diverse ensemble-the
antics of which open up a plethora of opportunities for lewdly
sexual observations and situations-they add very little to the
actual case at hand. The bigger
mystery seems to be who is
going to end up in Ruby's pants?
It 's almost as if the sole purpose of these supporting characters is to give the perspective that
Ruby is one fine piece of a--. The
question of corruption at the
horse track is more like a distraction, an excuse to write a book
about the zany Ruby Murphy and
her loony friends. Once all the
characters and their backgrounds
are introduced, the pace picks Up,
but rarely gives you that "uh-oh"
feeling you crave when reading a
self-proclaimed mystery novel.
As far as the actual style goes,
Estep uses phrases such as "her
eyes milk over," "we spoon our
bodies together," and "prone
form" a little too often for my
taste . The present tense is at
times awkward and tiring, leaving you with a vague reading-inthe-car kind of f~e ling. And one
minor flaw in her research is
regarding an FBI agent who
wears glasses; despite the fact
that one must have 20/20 vision
in one eye and no worse than
20/40 vision in the other in order
to be an investigat ive specialist.
Hex is definitely not Estep's
most profound work, but it's a
humorous and fast read, something to pass the time, much like
a copy of Jane magazine. If you
like horses, New York City and
girl-on-top sex, you'll probably
like this book.

Violet
Continued from Page 25
uncanny sense of comedic timing.
The only pall in the production is the
character of Rosamund Plinth. At first
she appears ch ildl ike and manipulative, but in the second act, she
becomes deep, wise and willing to sacrifice everything for love. The change
in Rosamund isn't· quite bel ievable.
Her transformation from a simpering
ninny, to a woman suffering for love "at
the hands of her father is a stretch.
Kate Arrington is a more than competent performer and it's the script, not
her talent that falters.
Whi le the actors are mesmerizing,
the true star of the show is the lush language of Richard Greenberg. The
author of Broadway's "Take Me Out,"
Greenberg plays with lingo, pop culture and historical factoids to weave
together a beautifully funny and heartwrenching story about love and the
lasting legacies of our lives .
Greenberg has an ultimately eloquent message: "You can' t know how
anything will tum out. You can only do
what's right." And with a cast consisting of five actors and a small , sparsely
decorated stage, the Steppenwolf team
truly does it right. "The Violet Hour"
makes for an alluring and stunning
evening of theater.
'The Violet Hour' runs until June 15
at the Steppenwolf Theatre, 1650 N.
Halsted St. Ticket prices range from
$35 to $55 and half-price rush tickets
are available one hour before the performance. Call the box office at (3 12)
335-1650 or visit www.steppenwoif.org.

~,.

Byler

'

Michael BrosilowiS!I!plpeny.olf

(Left and right) Josh Hamilton and Ora Jones play lovers in 'The
Violet Hour.' (Middle) Tim Hopper plays Hamilton's assistant
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Continued from Page 25
path for anyone, though, just to
present the path that worked for
him.
Rebekah Cowin!!, executive
director of IFP Chicago, said:
"[Byler] was very inspirational in
terms of helping other people who
are working on their own projects,
trying to get them off the ground"

IFP Chicago :S next seminar.
which will discuss arrist. crew. the
Screen Actors Guild and production contract issues. will be held
Saturday. May 10 in Room 302 of
the /104 S. Wabash A>e. building
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Admission is
$10 for IFP members and students
and $25 for the general public.

"SEE TH.IS SHOW!'J
- E! Entertainment News

STARTING MARCH 16SUNDAY PERFORMANCES AT 1,4+7!
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MAN

GROUP

SHOW SCHEDULE
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Get In swimsuit shape without having to eat air. With a Bally Total Fitness Student
Membership.you can workout for four months at any of our 37ostate-ofthe-art facil iti es nationwide for Only $144.And, you'll have the option of staying a
me mbe r for just $24 a month. Our clubs offer the most Innovative workout classes, the
latest fitness equipment and customized nutritional programs.

Get started today:

1-800-WORKOUT
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THE ADVANCED FASHION SHOW PRODUCTION CLASS CORDIALLY INVITES YOU TO AT
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THURSDAY MAY 8TH 2003
COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO
1104 S. WABASH AVENUE
EIGHTH FLOOR

MATINEE FASHION SHOW
1:00P.M.
GUEST TICKET(S) AT $20 .00 PER PERSON
STUDENT(S) TICKETS AT $15 .00 PER PERSON
EVENING FASHION SHOW AND RECEPTION
5:30 P.M .
GUEST TICKET(S) AT $50 .00 PER PERSON
STUDENT(S) TICKETS AT $30 .00 PER PERSON

....
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Cast A Ballot For
YOUR SGA Senator! ·

May 5th through 9th
623 S. Wabash 9-6
600 S. Michigan 9-6
731 S. Plymouth 11·8
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London .......... $328
Paris .............. $402
Madrid ............. $469
San Jose, C.R ......$342
Eurail Passes from ... $249
Budget Hotels from .. $18

EGG DONOR.S
NEEDED
Give the gift of life to an infertile couple
LUCRATIVE COMPENSATION for qualified individuals '

• Special need for Caucasian donors
• College educated preferred
• Between the ages of 20-30
• Completely anonymous

847.656.8733
'
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this week's specials:

Muffletta Sandwich

ham, salami, provolone on a hoagie roll with greens &
olive salad served with potato chips $4.00

Cheese Steak Panini served with potato chips $3.75
Chopped Vegetable Salad w/ creamy dressing, romaine, broccoli, carrots, gre
pepper, raisins, mozzarella & cheddar cheese & sunflower seeds

$4.00

Soups:
Monday -Southwestern Chicken Vegetable, Tuesday - Turkey Wild Rice,
Wednesday - Corn Chowder, Thursday - French Onion
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After restoration, a battle in the courts
0
After 1.1.3 years,
Auditorium Theatre takes
center ... in Supreme Court
By Kristen Glanfortune
Staff Writer
The centwy-old Auditoriwn Theatre has
served as a host to events as diverse as the
city itself: a bowling alley, servicemen center and, as of late, home to the Joffery
Ballet.
"I think it is the most important theater in
Chicago, just from a historical point of
view, as well as the quality of [productions]
that people have seen on our stage. It's jl!st
unbelievable," said Auditoriwn Theatre
Council spokeswoman Judie Green.
By 1946, Roosevelt University moved
into the building, but the theater was desperately in need of repairs-leaky and
abandoned, the decorative plaster, intricately designed by Dankmar Adler & Louis
Sullivan, had crumbled and crashed to the
floor. Beatrice T. Spachner and a group of
civic leaders formed the Auditoriwn
Restoration and Development Committeee
in 1959. The committee was renamed the
Auditoriwn Theatre Council in 1960 by

Sp~elberg

Roosevelt officials and in addition was
given the authority to raise funds for the
restoration of the theater.
"The purpose of the Auditoriwn Theatre
Council was to help raise money and operate [the theater] on behalfof the university,"
said Roosevelt University spokesman
Thomas Karow.
The ATC was a . community-based nonprofit group that operated independently
from the university, and it raised more than
$3 million for renovations and the theatre
reopened in 1967.
When the theater became more profitable
in the mid-1990s, Ro.osevelt regarded the
ATC as an "agent" to the university, and
demanded $1 .5 million from the ATC, part
of which would go to fund the university's
new Schawnbw-g campus. Litigation followed and the ATC sought an injunction on
the funds. The case was eventually heard by
the Illinois Supreme Court.
The final decision by the Illinois
Supreme Court stated that, "the 1960 resolution standing alone did not manifest an
intent on the part of Roosevelt to create a
charitable trust. ..but instead intended to
create the council as an agent in restoring
and operating the theater."
"Basically it became a question of the

in Chicago...
Oscar-winning director
Steven Spielberg came to
town April 30 to accept
the Catholic Theology
Union 's Peacemakers
Award on behalf of the
Survivors of the Shaoh
Visual History
Foundation, which he
founded in 1994. H e
established the foundation in an effort to collect
the stories and truth of
the Holocaust and those
who lived through it.
Spielberg made a special appearance at the
awards dinner, where he
discussed some of the
foundation's new projects, including making
video testimonials of the
survivors available in
schools, libraries, museums, universities and
other institutions worldwide.
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Auditoriwn Theatre Council. They felt the
theater was the public theater trust, they
said it belonged to the citizens of Chicago,"
Karow said.
He said the rift between the council and
the university came about, in part, because
of the council's desire to control the theater
and the university's role as owner of the theatre.
Roosevelt officials dissolved the original
ATC. Roosevelt's Board ofTrustees formed
a new council, the Auditoriwn Theatre of
Roosevelt University, in 1995.
The theater was again in need of major
renovations. Spearheaded by the council,
the $13 million renovation, funded in part
by the Build lllinois Grant, helped to
accommodate the theatre's original architecture with the needs of today's modem
stage productions.
"We were closed from last May through
September of this year, when we completely removed and reconstructed our 113-yearol.d stage and orchestra pit, and additionally
we installed new artist support spaces
including dressing rooms," Green said.
Efforts to restore the theater's original
design are nearly complete.
"It looks spectacular right now. It is one
ofthe most important theatres in the world,"

Karow said, adding the best view is from
the library on the 1Oth floor.
"lt is known as the most acoustically perfect theatre that has ever been bui It," Green
said. " It's amazing considering that was
done in 1889. And it's still phenomenal."

Brian MorowczynskVChronicle

Interior of the Auditorium Theatre

Gallery 37 'great outlet for energy'
0
Maggie Daley's pet
project turns into paid opportunity for young adults
By Michael DesEnfants
Staff Writer
Since 1991, Gallery 37 has been flourishing as residents of Chicago and neighboring towns have been working to create
art with the help of professionals.
Maggie Daley, the wife of Mayor
Richard M. Daley, started Gallery 3 7,
located at 66 E. Randolph St.
According to Kristina Findlay, public
relations coordinator for Gallery 3 7, the
program started because of a lack of
activities for teenagers.
Findlay said, over the last 13 years, the
program has continued to use the gallery
in the most creative way possible.
"We employ about 450 young people,
and we will end up with around 1,000
applicants," Findlay said.
The program stops taking applications
in late May. From June 30 until August
21, people employed with the gallery will
work five-hour days at minimum wage.
"These young people will turn out
many projects in the time they have to
work, some musicians will create two
dozen songs while someone working on
visual arts could create dozens, it is really up to the artist and how much dedication they have to the program and the

arts," Findlay said.
More importantly, these young people
are getting to work with professionals in
a different environment and that is a very
significant aspect of the program ,
Findlay said.
"Every neighborhood in the city is represented at the gallery. These people are
meeting people they wouldn't normally
be meeting, yet they all have something in
common whether they do silk screens,
painting, poetry or music they are all
artists," she said.
And, because the program hires real
professionals to work with the young people, they are able to get a hands-on
approach to actually working in the arts
field.
"It is a great outlet for energy," she said.
Since the program began, 25 cities
across the county have started similar programs.
Although the program has been growing
in size over the years, Findlay said they
have had to cut some programs in the
downtown area due to funding.
All works created by the young people
are sold and the proceeds go back to the
program. So, while the people employed
by Gallery 37 may not be able to keep their
work at the end of the program, they do
have the sat isfaction of knowing they contributed to the program.
To get more information. call (3 /2)
744-8925 or visit their website.
www.gallery37.org.
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Columbia College/
Children's Memorial Hospital

Blood•

•Drive
Tuesday, May 13
1 :00-7:00 pm

Community Lounge at
the Residence Center
731 S. Plymouth Ct.
Chicago, ll 60605

.For An Appointment Calh Student Health Center 312.344.6830
731 5. Plylnouth Ct., lower level
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Around Chicago-------

Teaching human rights
Bruce Payne, the director of New York City's
Leaders in the Arts Program and Hart Leadership
at Duke University, will facilitate a workshop for
teachers as part of Columbia's Human Rights
Festival.
Teachers throughout the city will come together
to learn techniques for educating their students
about human rights.
The workshop will take place on May 6 at 4:30
p.m. in the 600 S. Michigan Ave. building, Room
401 .

Kids share their popcorn
The Chicago High School for Agricultural
Sciences will participate in the Fancy Food Show
at McCormick Place, the first time ever that a
group of students has taken part in the exhibition.
In conjunction with Educated Eats, a non profit
entrepreneur organization, these students will
showcase their all-natural caramel popcorn on
May 4-6 from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
For more information, call (773) 576-0718.

Reeve to attend city benefit
Christopher Reeve will make a cameo at the
"Celebration of the Human Spirit" event at
Fairmont Hotel Chicago, 200 N. Columbus Drive,
on May 21 .
He will serve as a guest speaker for the benefit, which will support the Christopher Reeve
Paralysis Foundation and the Daniel Heumann
Fund for the Spinal Cord Research .
For more information, call (312) 729-4194.

Brian~

Greek photographer Desplna Melmaroglou acc:epts congratulations from Dlno Armiroa of the Hellenic MIIMIIIII llld
Cultural Center Friday, May 2. Tht opening of Melmaroglou's exhibit, 'Tht Clear Valley Incident, 161 ~2003,' It the A+D
11th Street Gallery, 72 E. 11th Sl, was a preconftrtnee event for tht upcoming Art, Media and Human Righta Confer.nce.

Reconnecting jau and Paris
The Chicago Cultural Center will present Paris
in the Jazz Age, a collection of singers, songwriters, performers and dancers that will follow the
enormous love of jazz throughout Paris from
1900-1940, in connection with the historical
events that happened between World Wars I and
II.
The ensemble is scheduled for May 7 at 12
p.m. in the Randolph Cafe at the Chicago
Cultural Center, 78 E. Washington St. For more
information on this free event, call (312) 7446630.

Happy b-day, Bob Hope
Chicago will say happy birthday to Bob Hope
on May 29 with a 100th birthday bash at the
Museum of Broadcast Communications. With a
variety of keynote speakers and tons of food , the
museum will explore and highlight the life of this
far-from-typical entertainment le9.end .
Bob Hope's birthday party wtll take place on
May 29 at the Museum of Broadcast
Communications, 78 E. Washington St., at 5:30
p.m.
For more information, call (312) 629-6014, or
visit the museum's website. www.museum.tv.

CTA launches TV show
The Chicago Transit Authority aired its firstever television show May 1. The show encompasses the services and benefits of the CTA,
according to www.chicago-l.org, and will feature
a Chicago-area place of interest at the beginning
of each segment.
It plans fo work in conjunction with the CTA'a
currently-televised Loop Tour Tra in and Bike &
Ride shows.
The show runs at 9 p.m. and 12 a.m. on channel 49 and throughout the day on channel 23.
For more information, visit www.chicagotransltauthority.com.
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Leashes in the Loop looking for a park
0
Money, space still blocks dog
park. construction in area
By Michael DesEnfants
Staff Writer
Greener pastures may be on the horizon for residents of the South Loop, or at least for their dogs.
In a meeting on April 22, residents were urged to
speak out about a proposed dog park at the comer of
South Michigan Avenue and Roosevelt Road. Local
organization l~ader Gail Merritt called the turnout a
success.
"There w~re 35 people at the last meeting, so to
have 40 bastcally new faces was good," Merritt, of
DOG P.A.C. [Political Action Committee] said. "They
were enthusiastic."
The purpose of the meeting was not only to hear
from residents on what they would like to see at the
proposed site, but ways they can help to make this
park a reality.
Merritt said that the Chicago Park District is working with a small budget this year and that the only way
they will put in the dog park is if the community can
raise $75,000, or half of the estimated cost of the park.
While Merritt talked about fundraising as a source
to scratch away at the money, Dog P.A.C. has also
started a membership for South Loop dog owners.
For $30, members will not only be helping to get the
park, but they may also work on the planning stages if
they wish.
"This is an ongoing purpose to make the South Loop
community the most dog-friendly community,"
Merritt said.
If the park district does put the park in, Merritt said
it would happen no sooner than next year.

"The park district has no funds in its budget to build
t~is year," Merritt said: "If the money is raised in
ttme, [the dog park] wtll be in the budget for next
year."
. Even if the park goes in, dog owners will be responSible for the park. Merritt said that after the park is
put m, the park district will not maintain it.
Other organizations in the South Loop support the
new dog park. Near South Planning Board President
and Executive Director Bonnie Sanchez-Carlson said
she. is in favor of the dog park and approves of the
actton taken to solve the problem.
"It has always been a concern, [even] before the
development of the area. As the community grows
[the lack of area for dogs] needs to be addressed
throughout the community," Sanchez-Carlson said.
"It could be very beneficial to the property owners
if it is maintained on a regular basis," she said.
Tommy Bezanes, director of the New South
Association, said he had a few concerns about the
park.
"This is not an easy issue. The South Loop is full of
little pocket parks and the residents who live in the
South Loop and Printers' Row... they have the luxury
of a lake front property." Bezanes said.
"It is difficult to prioritize ... to make room for
$200,000 to build a park," he continued.
Bezanes pointed out that, although the South Loop
already has a dog park in Coliseum Park at 14th Street
and Wabash Avenue, residents don't seem to make
use of it.
"In the long run, it is important to pick a good
spot-with the condition of the park di strict
Millennium Park, etc. A lot of work needs to b~
done," he said.
"Overall I support the idea," he said. " As the population grows its good to have a spot for running your
dog."

Hilliard
Continued from Back Page
because of multiple disabilitiesincluding high blood pressure and
asthma.
Section 8 is the most viable opportunity for residents moving out of
CHA who can't pay market-rate rent,
according to officials at the city
agency.

However, not all people who need
the rental subsidy are awarded it, crit-

ics said. Furthermore, they said,
vouchers that have been issued do not
necessarily mean that landlords will
accept them, despite the legal mandate
that they do.
"With every three Section 8 vouch-

Angela R. Simpson/Chronicle

An outer view of the Hilliard Homes

ers that have gone out, two have come
back," said Rene Maxwell of the
Coalition to Protect Public Housing.
"A lot of landlords ... don't want to
accept people from public housing,"
she said.
Maxwell said she advises tenants to
sit tight and stay in public housing
units until replacement housing is
built.
"I know I'd be getting screwed in
the long run," Hudson said. "Hell,
everyone is getting screwed."
Clark said she, too, is thinking
about moving out. Reluctant to make
the move across the courtyard, even if
it is to a rehabbed unit with more
amenities, the self-described creature
of habit said, " I feel like its time for a
change." But, she didn't have a definite idea of where she'd move or if a
new home would be any better.
To prepare tenants who will stay
after the rehabilitation for the transition to an economically diverse housing complex, CHA is offering classes
on how to become better neighbors.
The classes aim to teach former CHA
residents how to relate to the new
neighbors who will move in.
Hudson said he sees the logic in
offering the classes. "Hey, if you
spend a lot of money to live here, and
he's not paying anything, they should
know how to act," he said.
However, advocates for public .
housing residents say that the pro- '
gram is classist and divides neighbors
from the start. "It's a terrible
thing ... nobody else has to do what
the poor people have to do," Maxwell
ours. ;.
said.
This whole rigamarole points to an alannjng pos· •
All in all, advocates for the tenants
sibility:.Could Columbia's officials be on our side?
of Hilliard said behind the bells and
They couldn't be.
whistles of the rehabbed buildings,
Good job, OASIS. You proved me wrong-and
there will be a legacy of displacement
rai~ some questions about exactly whose side
for the majority of residents who have
you'n}on.
moved out in the past year.
"We see something that stinks here,
and we can smell it," Maxwell said.
"They want to sweep it under the rug
but you can't," she said. "A class of
people can't just disappear without
people noticing."
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Transition apparent in Hilliard Homes
0
Residents worried
t hat gent rification will force
them out of neighborhood

Angela R. Sirnpso!VChronicle

The fire next door...
Paiming materials on the roof of the
Spertus Institute of Jewish Studies'
auditorium caught ftre A pril 26, sending thick plumes of black smoke into
the air. a spokeswoman at the institute
said.
The institute, at 618 S. Michigan
Ave.. borders Columbia· s 624 S.
Michigan Ave. building to the south and
is directly across the alley from the 623
S. Wabash Ave. building to the west.
Neither of Columbia's buildings were
evacuated.
The institute, which was closed at the
lime of the ftre, features a museum,
school and library all geared toward
preserving the Jewish heritage.
Ellie Sandler, a spokeswoman for the
institute, said that a building engineer
came to the building 17 minutes after
being alerted. By that lime, Sandler
said. the ftre was all but extinguished.

-Chris Coates

cent vacant, according to property managernent. Oark said five units near hers on
the II th floor are empty, unusual for the
building that used to have a waiting list.
Aside from seniors and a dozen men sitBy Angela Caputo
ting on a stoop talking, the grounds are
seemingly empty.
Contributing Editor
Two new playgrounds on the site
remain eerily bare while hundreds of chiiOn one of the first warm Sundays of
dren living at the housing development
spring, a dozen or so seniors sat outside
stay inside, despite the warm weather.
their housing complex at 2030 S. State St.
Less than a dozen boys in white T -shirts
taking in the fresh air and sunshine.
playing basketball on a concrete court are
People ride by on bikes or in cars with the
the only youth to be seen.
windows down, while residents look on,
The convenience of the South Loop,
gabbing and enjoying the day.
especially the access to public transportaBut, this isn't just any old
tion, is an amenity that many
neighborhood with business as
"I know I'd be getting screwed in the long run. residents new to the commuusual. The Raymond Hilliard
Hell, everyone is getting screwed."
nity. said drew them here.
Homes sit at the tail end of the
Restdents who feel pressured
South Loop, one of Chicago's
- A nthany H ud son, CHA res1.dent
to move out of Hilliard said
most rapidly changing communithey are hesitant to leave for
ties.
half of the complex-have been closed for this reason alone.
. Sandwiched between the Harold Ickes renovation.
'There is transportation here, Soldier
Homes to the south-a run-<lown public
''When they closed the back building, I Field over there, this is prime land,"
housing development- and dozens of didn't want to go back there anymore Hudson said.
luxury town homes to the north, Hilliard because they wc:te !<hooting back there,"
Despite the conveniences, Hudson said
represents a community in transition.
said Anthony Hudson, a Hilliard ~ident he is considering taking Section 8 and
As the face of the South Loop changes, for more than a decade.
moving to the West Side of the city. He
residents of Hilliard who have witnessed
Despite residents' concerns, additional said the persistence of his caseworlcer at
the rapid development of their community security measures have not been the Hilliard Hames is wearing him down.
said they are tom between enjoying the employed, Ward said. "Everything is pret'They've been tryl:ng tq push and give
neighborhood improvements and worry- ty much the same," she said. "In family me Section 8," said Anthony Hudson, 37.
ing about getting priced out.
buildings, VPS [Security] is on the doors who qualifies for public aid and1ioa.;jgg
Geneva Clark, 85, moved to the South making break-ins difficult. Tenant patrols
Loop 20 years ago. The retired house- are also doing monitoring."
keeper has lived in the same unit on the
The two occupied buildings are 50 perII th floor of the eastern tower of the
Raymond Hilliard Homes ever since.
"It's a nice enough neighborhood,"
Clark said. "I like this place. I've been
here this long, haven't IT'
On the top three levels of the western
circular structure, new windows are an
indication of what's to come. Phase one, a
$47 million renovation project according
to the federal Department of Housing and
Urban Development, will open in January
accommodate "mixed income" communities, Hilliard units will be divided by three
and leased at affordable and low-income
rates, proportionately.
Holsten executives were not available
to discuss the future residential makeup of
the apartments or the integration of CHA
tenants, despite repeated attempts to contact them.
To make way for the future developrnent of the 12.5-acre site, residents are
living in a ghost town among more than
400 vacant apartments with boarded-up
windows, covered with plastic wrap.
According to the site property manager
Loretta Ward, two housing buildings--

2004.
Developed by the Chicago Housing
Authority in the mid-1960s, the four
building complex has been placed on the
National Register of Historic Places
because of its unique design by prominent
architect, Bertram Goldberg. Unlike most
CHA developments that are being torn
down and redeveloped, Hilliard is being
restored because of its protected, historic

status.
A tt~~ Weat•er
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Ownership of Hilliard is changing
hands from CHA to the Holsten Property
Rehab Corporation as the rehab project
makes headway. During phase one,
Holsten acquired half of the complex and
will own the other half when phase two
begins in 2004.
Tom Moore, fB, a retired hotel woricer
from Las Vegas who returned to his hornetown. Chicago, to live closer to his grandchildren, has lived in the Hilliard complex
since 1999. He said he is excited about the
changes underway.
"It's going to be beautiful when they
finish the buildings," Moore said.
Residents, including Moore, said they
are looking forward to having more control over their units as a result of the renovation project.
"You can control your own lthcnnostatl
and everything," Moore said. something
he thinks is despemtcly nccdcd.
" It's honer up there than uL~ Vegas,"
Moore said.
Since the beginning of the reconstruction, more tlum SOO tenants of the Hilliurd
Homes hnvc moved out of the complex to
make room for the more ufflucnt neighboll! who will tuke up residence in their
rormer uni!J.
The rupid trunsltlon of the building has
left n:mulnln11 rcsideniJI unsettled.
"A 101 of people urc llfntid they' re 11oing
to be I!'!! out. 'l'hcy a,k 'Cun I niTord In
SU1y7' Clurk llllld.
As with most Chlcugo H l•u~ lng
Authority building~ under renovullun to
wwY\1
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